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Abstract

As product lifetimes get shorter, the traditional assembly lines exclusive to one product are
becoming increasingly cumbersome, in both start-up time and cost. Consequently,
industry is moving towards flexible assembly: an automated line that can produce any
product in a class with a minimum of changeover time between products. It was desired
to design, build and test a flexible assembly line for a specified class of products, in order
to identify the issues associated with assembly of these products, and to develop
innovative solutions to these issues.

This thesis discusses the evolution of the design of the assembly line. The design of the
transport module is then discussed, with issues of speed, precision, strength, locating, and
ease in line adjustment or upgrading. A final transport module design is then presented. It
was then desired to build and test some of the more ambitious and innovative aspects of
the design, specifically those which involve part-referenced measurement. Results from an
optical hole-finding method are discussed. A novel compliant pin locating device, using
force and displacement information of the bent pin, is then presented and characterized.

Thesis Supervisor: Professor David Hardt
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Introduction

Modern industry needs to bring new products to market at an ever-increasing rate in order

to stay ahead of competition. The time required to design and build an assembly line

exclusive to one product type has in many cases grown expensive and cumbersome.

Using a flexible assembly systems allows companies to build a variety of products on a

single line. This would allow a producer to rapid prototype cheaply and relatively easily.

It would also allow them to manufacture relatively small runs of a product type without

having to build an expensive fixed system or to assemble the parts using outdated and

inefficient methods such as hand assembly.

Hand assembly is the most flexible. One could, albeit slowly, produce just about any part

one at a time by hand. This is also the slowest, and most inefficient method for producing

more than the smallest quantities. When producing large volumes of goods the fixed

assembly line is preferred. This can produce a product at the maximum possible pace, but

is completely dedicated to the single product. This is extremely efficient and desirable

when large quantities are needed to be produced cheaply, and over a long period of time.

When product turnover is rapid, or when it is desired to build more than a small quantity

of products without investing a large amount of money on a fixed line, neither hand

assembly or fixed assembly is desirable. One can then sacrifice some of the efficiency of

the dedicated assembly lines for flexibility.

One definition of flexible assembly is that it 'combines microelectronics and mechanical

engineering to bring the economics of scale to batch work. A central on-line computer

controls the machine tools, other workstations, and the transfer of components and

tooling. The computer also provides monitoring and information control. This

combination of flexibility and overall control makes possible the production of a wide

range of products in small numbers.' [1]



Flexible assembly has many issues foreign to those of fixed assembly lines. To design a

machine that can perform many different functions within a single framework and

controller requires innovation but also minimization. Innovation because the designer

needs to look beyond the 'way assembly has always been done', because flexible assembly

has different and potentially more difficult issues to deal with than fixed assembly.

Minimization because every place the machine interfaces with the product has to be

adaptable to the entire class of products of interest, and will therefore involve a host of

issues. Reducing the amount of interfacing issues will make the design task simpler, and

likely make the design more robust.

Some speed may be sacrificed in order to make the process more flexible, but the precision

specifications are the same.

With the need for a system of flexible assembly growing ever more pertinent, it was

decided to design and prototype a working line as part of a continuing project. This line

should be flexible enough to manufacture any of several products in a chosen class, with a

minimum of downtime for changeover between runs for different products within the

desired class.

As the design of the assembly line was finished, some questions were raised pertaining to

certain aspects of the design, particularly those which involved part-referenced

measurement. As product tolerances grow tighter, it has become increasingly necessary to

use feedback control in part assembly. The design of the line requires the assembly

modules to measure the positions of various parts of the product. As well as being critical

to the flexible assembly line design, these part-referenced measurement methods have the

potential to be useful to manufacturing in general.

The first four chapters discuss the issues in design of the assembly line in general and the

transport module in particular. The remainder of the thesis involves part-referenced

measurement methods. The discussion is focused on an inexpensive optical hole-finding



system and a novel probe for detecting the end-position of a small pin, and compensating

for errors found.



Chapter 1 Assembly Line Design

The flexible assembly line is to be capable of assembling a variety of parts in the same

'class'. The class of products chosen consists of a small plastic housing of variable size,

with many small metal pins to be inserted into existing holes in some desired pattern.

These pins can vary in size, and would possibly be bent or trimmed after insertion into the

housing.

Figure 1.1: Example product showing plastic housing, holes for pins, and one pin.

The assembly line should be able to fully assemble approximately one product per minute.

It should have a maximum of two hours downtime in which to reconfigure the line for a

different product of the same class.

The general design of the assembly line, and reasoning behind this design, is discussed

previously elsewhere ([2] and [3]), but a general overview of the conclusions follows.

The assembly line consists of the following independent modules, all described below:

* Serial Insertion Module

* Parallel Insertion Module

* Parallel Bending Module

* Loader / Unloader



These are all linked by a Transport Module, which picks up a housing at the loader and

carries that part through all the pertinent manufacturing processes, from module to

module, until the part is complete. The Transport Module interfaces the part with the

assembly modules, and the action of the transport module is coordinated with that of the

mated assembly module. The part is gripped by a manipulator that contains most of the

needed degrees of freedom in order to avoid the redundancy of having the same axes built

into each of the assembly modules. Further discussion of the transport module can be

found in Chapters 3, 4, and 5.

The assembly line is in a linear format, so that other manufacturing modules, such as a

trimming module, can easily be added, and so that existing modules can easily be upgraded

or removed.

Parallel Bending
Unloader

Parallel Insertion

Insertion Loader

Transport

Figure 1.2: Assembly line layout

The serial insertion module does as its name indicates: it inserts pins one at a time into the

housing, which is held in place by the transport module. The insertion module first shears

the pins from a carrier strip using a knife blade (the 'clipper'). It then positions the pin to

be inserted using a rotary pneumatic with fine grippers, which swing the pin from the

clipper to the inserter, and then uses a linear pneumatic to supply the force required to

insert the pin into the respective hole in the housing. The transport module then moves

the housing to align the next hole for the next pin. Further discussion of the serial

insertion module, and some modifications made to it, is given in Appendix A.



The parallel insertion module clips and then inserts a line of pins at once into the housing

held by the transport module. High forces are required to insert as many as 60 pins at time

(up to 1000 lbs).

The parallel bending module can bend a parallel line of pins that have been previously

inserted into the housing. It uses a pair of grippers that grab the line of pins, and then

bends them with the axis of rotation being the desired location of the bend, as seen in

figure 1.3.

MA ni ulator
grippers

Iding Module
>pers

Housing

Figure 1.3: Bending Module interfacing with the Manipulator on the Transport Module

The module as designed uses electrical conductivity between the pins and the grippers to

measure the bend angle after elastic springback has occurred, and uses an adaptive

algorithm to iteratively bend the row of pins until they have plastically deformed to the

desired position, as in figure 1.4. It continues this algorithm until the angle measured is

within some desired tolerance. This action, and the module, is discussed in detail

elsewhere [3] and [4].



Start with POSdesired[O] = Desired
Final Position

Bend to

Done

Figure 1.4: Iterative algorithm used for bending parts with the bending module. K is a constant less than

one.

The loader module presents an empty housing to the transport module, and the unloader

removes the finished product from the transport module grippers. The design of each was

intrinsically related to the that of the transport module, and hence, they are further

discussed along with it, in Section 2.3.



Chapter 2 Transport Module Design

The transport module must be able to accept an empty housing, take it to various

assembly stations, manipulate the housing in the ways required by those stations, and then

drop off the finished product. It has been previously decided [2] that the transport module

should contain all of the degrees of freedom common to the assembly modules' needs, so

that the design would avoid using redundant axes at each assembly station. This simplifies

the design of each of the assembly stations dramatically, and only complicates the

transport module somewhat.

The desired positioning capability of the entire system was required to be within 0.002

inches. To accommodate error in the assembly modules the transport module should be

able to position the housing within 0.0005 inches of the desired position. It should be able

to move between assembly stations in a couple of seconds, as well as manipulate the

housing dexterously enough to keep up with the assembly modules' speeds of operation.

The manipulator on the transport module should be able to position the housing along the

X-, Y-, and Z-axes (as defined in figure 2.1), as well as rotations around the Y-axis. These

are the degrees of freedom needed by the assembly modules. The transport module

follows the X-axis from one assembly station to another. The Y-axis is used to move the

housing closer into the assembly module, and the Z-axis moves the housing up and down

against gravity. Issues to be considered include:

* Actuation and position feedback for each needed axis, that is capable of the speeds

and positioning required by each assembly station

* Actuators and structure that is capable of withstanding the forces of assembly

* The manipulator's method for positioning / holding housingr--- ·- ··- Z :) It)·
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Figure 2.1: The axis orientation relative to a housing.

Section 2.1 Speed and Precision

First, consider the issue of actuation. The simplest possible system would to have be the

four axes built on top of one another, as in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: The simple 4-axis system showing definitions of axes

X- is

Y

"'Oy , q,,



Since the module would have to coordinate with several assembly stations, the estimated

X-axis length is 10 feet. A linear encoder or some other long-range sensor, such as a laser

interferometer, would have to be used to locate the module to the desired accuracy, as no

actuator would be accurate enough with a rotary encoder over such long distances. If a

leadscrew was to be used, then the pitch would have to be small in order to give the

necessary resolution, but a small pitch corresponds to a proportional cut in speed,

considering the critical speed of the screw (at which point the natural frequency of the

screw is reached) and the thermal effects from friction at high screw speeds. Using a

timing belt would involve problems such as flexibility in the belt when trying to perform

small motions in the X-direction. In either case, the expense of a 10' linear encoder or a

laser interferometer would be prohibitive. Other concerns would be the angular alignment

along the linear guides in the X-direction, which would involve extensive error-mapping at

each assembly station, and the lack of flexibility in changing the system around once it is

set.

Section 2.1.1 Redundant X-axis

An alternative idea was dubbed the 'Redundant X-axis' system, as shown in figure 2.3.

This would have a coarse and fine X-axis. The coarse X-axis would deliver the desired

speed moving from station to station, while the fine X-axis would handle the small

motions and precise positioning. Some sort of docking mechanism would be necessary for

the fine positioning table to be effective. Two kinds of docks were considered: a hard

dock, which would force the manipulator into a desired position, at which point all

locations are known to within the repeatability of the dock, and a soft dock, which would

use sensors to measure the location of the manipulator, and then use the manipulator's

axes to compensate for offsets in position.



The redundant X-axis system would be a step above the simple 4-axis system in that the

coarse axis would have much more leeway in positioning the module, limited only by the

ability of the dock to compensate. The resolution of the coarse axis does not need the

0.0005" specifications, which eliminates the need for expensive sensors and equipment

such as laser interferometers. Also, since the coarse axis does not need high resolution,

and will only be moving the module comparatively long distances (at least a foot or so),

using the redundant X-axis system opens up the choices for the coarse axis actuator, as

now both timing belts and leadscrews would no longer be troublesome, and other methods

not considered before become available. For all of these reasons, the redundant X-axis

system was chosen for the design.

Figure 2.3: The redundant X-axis system for coarse and fine motion

Section 2.1.2 Docking

Now to choose between the two basic docking methods mentioned above. The hard dock

would be effective because it would position the module into a known and repeatable



position, at which point all commands would be the same. The transport module would

have to have some play for the hard dock to be able to position it without damaging

anything. The hard dock would have to be able to carry the weight of the entire

manipulator. The soft dock would involve several sensors, in each of X, Y, Z and angular

directions. These would be placed on the module to avoid the redundancy of having the

same sensors at each assembly station. However, the manipulator only needs to be 4

degrees-of-freedom (in order to give all the motions necessary for the assembly modules).

and to compensate for other angular errors would either involve adding more axes, or to

ignore a potential problem, as an angular error in the Z-direction could cause obvious

problems in parallel bending or insertion, where the ends of a 4 inch housing would vary

by 0.0012 inches for just a one arc-minute error. Hence, it was decided to pursue the hard

docking idea more fully (see Section 3.2).

Section 2.2 Actuator and Structure Strength

The strength of the actuators and the transport module structure needed to be considered

at this point. At the parallel insertion module, forces of up to 1000 lbs are needed to

insert the row of pins at once. At the serial insertion, bending, and all other assembly

stations strengths only a few pounds above that needed to move the transport module's

weight itself are needed. In order to accommodate the parallel insertion, the Y-axis on the

transport module would need to be able to provide 1000 pounds, and the structure would

have to be able to withstand similar forces as well. This would yield a big, beefy transport

module in order to accommodate just one assembly module. Thus, an 'assisted Y-axis'

system was developed. The parallel insertion module would have its own Y-axis actuator

which would be capable of delivering the 1000 pounds necessary for its operation. The

transport module would 'hook in' to the assisting axis, which would then insert the pins.

This would allow the transport module to be much smaller and more elegant than without

this assisted system.



There were two choices as to the method of assistance, cleverly dubbed 'back push' and

'front pull'. Back push involves a rubber boot pushing at the back of the Y-axis carriage,

or holding the Y-axis carriage in place while an actuator inserts the pins. This would

mean that much of the structure would still need to support the heavy loads, although the

transport module would not need to supply the actuation. Front pull has the manipulator

grip the housing on the outside surface, leaving a gap between the housing and the

manipulator body. At the parallel insertion station, it moves the housing in front of a

backing, which is connected to the assisting axis. This way, the assisting axis is taking the

entire load, allowing the structure of the transport module to be much lighter. This is

shown in figure 2.4.

Assisting Arm
Assisting Arm

1 Trar
Mod

sing

to Assisting
Axis

Grippers

Side Top

Figure 2.4: Front Pull Assisted Y-axis System

Section 2.3 Gripping and Locating

The manipulator could handle the housing in one of two basic ways:

* The manipulator grippers hold the housing using some sort of reference to position

the housing repeatably.

* The manipulator grippers hold the housing more arbitrarily, and some sensing

system locates the housing within the grippers, and uses this information to

compensate.



The obvious solution for the first method is to incorporate some reference key into the

grippers themselves. Each housing has a reference that can be used to locate the housing

to within the tolerances of the housing itself. However, as each product may have a

different reference, part-specific gripper fingers would be required. These could easily be

changed between runs if some locating method (such as location pins) is used. This

appears to be capable if the reference is on the outside of the housing, but many times the

reference is not, in which case this method becomes much trickier. Using the key to

position the housing would require that the key withstand insertion forces as well.

Another possible solution would be to have the loading module present the housing

exactly to the manipulator grippers, which would somehow conform to meet the

presentation, but then stiffen to hold the housing in place. To do this would involve

servos and multiple sensors on the manipulator grippers, which would be less than

desirable.

The second 'compensation' method could be handled if the grippers could reasonably

place the housing with negligible angular rotations in the directions that the manipulator is

unable to compensate (that is, angular X and Z). A probe could be used to find the

reference on the housing, and relate that information back to the controller. However, it

quickly became obvious that, since the locations of the holes in the housing were of critical

importance, rather than the location of the reference (which is only used to estimate the

location of the holes), the sensor could be used to locate the holes directly. This would

eliminate the tolerances between the reference and the holes by finding the holes

themselves.

Hole detection quickly turned to optics. At the loading module the manipulator can move

the housing over a backlight, much like it moves over the assisting Y-axis at the parallel

insertion module. An optical fiber can then be scanned across the surface of the housing,

as in figure 2.5, below. Regions of light and darkness can then be read by a



photodetector, and this information can be used to estimate the locations of the holes in

the housing. The optical fiber would not be able to detect distance or X and Z angular

errors, however, so the grippers would have to hold the housing to suppress errors in

those directions, and once the location was found, the housing could not slip in the

grippers without potentially catastrophic results.

Okti'-.

Figure 2.5: Shows the backlight and the photodetector, both of which are connected to the loading
module, while the grippers are attached to the transport module.

A video camera could also be used to snap a picture of the backlit housing, and this

information could be analyzed by a computer to estimate the hole locations. This would

be more expensive than the optical fiber method, as well as bulkier. Also, the optical fiber

could almost enter the holes themselves, whereas the camera would have to be a few

inches back from the detector. Thus the camera would be more likely to be effected by

possible diffraction effects in smaller housings. The software would be more demanding,

and it would take longer to program for a new product.

The optical fiber hole detection was the most novel, simple, inexpensive, and flexible

option found for locating and gripping the housing, and was chosen for this system. More

on this method is detailed later (Chapter 6) and elsewhere [4].
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The grippers have to be able to position the housing with negligible error in the Y-

direction as well as the Z and X angular directions. A 'universal' gripper can properly

hold a class of housings: those that are rectangular in shape, do not have surface features

along the face of the long sides, and have a 'lip' at the front edge (see figure 2.6).

Although this may appear to limit the flexibility greatly, a significant percent of products

fit this description. Most others can be properly held using part-specific grippers. In

order to facilitate changing grippers for different parts, and to keep expenses and new

product time down, only the gripper 'fingernails' are part specific, and can be changed

rapidly and repeatably using location pins.

FJIl Svurfce

I Li
Interchdngedble Grippe r
Fingernrils

Figure 2.6: Shows gripper holding 'universal' housing with 'universal' fingernails

The grippers and fingernails themselves are precisely made within the angular tolerances

needed. The housing pressed between these surfaces should be reasonably well protected

against X-axis angular errors, which is not a sensitive direction anyway. The loading

module pushes the housing into the grippers until the alignment lip presses against the

gripper fingernails. This should eliminate most Z-axis angular errors, and should

reasonably position the housing in the Y-direction. When the grippers are held tight, the

housing should not move. If both the housing and fingernail surface are very hard, then

surface imperfections can cause the housing to be held at only the highest surface, which



may cause the housing to swing. The alignment lip should handle this problem in most

cases, but a very thin flexible layer (a few thousandths of an inch) can be applied to the

fingernail surface if this is seen and the alignment lip is either ineffective or, for some

reason particular to the product, not present.



Chapter 3 Transport Module Details

Now that the basic foundations of the transport module were designed, the details could

be ironed out. Still to be considered include:

* Choice of manipulator axis orientation

* Design of hard dock

* Choice of coarse X-axis actuator

* Choice of manipulator actuators (types, motors, etc.)

Section 3.1 Axis Orientation

One possible manipulator orientation is shown previously in Figure 2.3. The Z-axis lies on

the Y, which lies on the fine X-axis. The rotary axis is attached to the Z, and the

manipulator grippers are attached to the rotary. In order to get the full range of motion

required by the assembly modules, each linear axis needs a range of 6 inches, and the

rotary axis needs to be able to rotate 1800.

Another possible axis orientation was dubbed the 'rotating X and Z'. These mount the

fine X and Z on the rotary axis as shown in Figure 3.1, below.



Figure 3.1: The 'rotating X and Z' system with fine axes on the rotary table

For the ranges of motion required by the assembly modules this system requires that the

fine X- and Y-axes each have a range of 6 inches, and the fine Z- has a range of 2 inches.

The change from above is that now the X and Z-axes can essentially be switched by

turning the rotary table. This would have advantages in ease of use if diagonal motions

were required. However, during assembly operations the rotary axis will only be making

900 turns, so this apparent advantage is negated. Also, this would require more weight

hanging cantilever-like off the rotary table, as well as requiring small X and Z tables that

can take the necessary loads.

Because of these complications, the original 'intuitive' orientation was chosen over the

'rotating X and Z'. This allows for basically identical, somewhat beefy, X-, Y-, and Z-

axes.



Section 3.2 Docking

For reasons cited earlier it was decided to go with a hard-docking scheme. In order for

the manipulator to interface properly with the assembly modules, the entire manipulator

(consisting of the X-, Y-, Z-, and rotary Y-axes, as well as the grippers) must be docked

properly. The repeatability of the docking plus the repeatability of the fiber locator plus

the resolution of the servo tables making up the manipulator must all add to less than the

desired positioning ability of 0.0005 inches. Leaving reasonable values for the servo

resolution and fiber location ability, the dock should be repeatable to about 0.00025

inches. The manipulator should also be able to quickly and easily dock, as this shouldn't

need to be a complicated operation with multiple motors and such.

The transport module would move over to the dock, at which point the manipulator would

mate with the assembly module, and somehow detach from the transport module (or some

other method of removing the constraints of the transport module on the manipulator).

A Manipulator

D)

Coar

Docking Base

Figure 3.2: The coarse X-axis carriage moves the manipulator over the docking plate attached to the

assembly module, as in A. It then sets the manipulator down upon that docking plate, so that the

manipulator is in contact with the assembly module alone, as in B.

Many common docks, or couplings, use a large contact area to average out surface

inconsistencies in order to dock repeatably. This is called elastic averaging. The dock's

repeatability, disregarding thermal effects or dirt contamination, will be on the order of the

D



precision of the manufacturing of the mating faces of the dock [5]. However, thermal

effects (if any) or dirt contamination must be avoided. Since area of contact is large,

surface contact stresses tend to be low, and the coupling can handle high loads.

Another coupling is the kinematic coupling. One face has 3 v-grooves machined into it,

and the opposite face has 3 balls that are set into the opposing grooves (see figure 3.3).

As the contact area of the balls on the grooves is small, they can be estimated as point

contacts. Three balls in 3 grooves gives exactly 6 points of contact, which constrain

exactly 6 degrees of freedom. Unlike elastic averaged couplings (which are

overconstrained), kinematic couplings are completely deterministic, which allows one to

calculate deformations and positions through the coupling. However, since the contact

areas are small, surface contact stresses are high, limiting the amount of load the coupling

can carry.

Figure 3.3: Kinematic coupling showing interlocking balls and grooves



The kinematic coupling works so well because it is made while mated. The balls (or

cones, or some other shape) are attached (by epoxy, for instance) to their plate while the

coupling is mated in its final location, with real working loads applied. The fit is almost

exact because it was made to be so. This also makes the machining precision less

demanding. On account of the way the mating faces are made, the repeatability can be

extremely good, on the order of a microinch [5].

On the assembly line, the groove face would be attached to the manipulator, and each

assembly station would have a ball face of the coupling set to the groove face on the

manipulator.

The groove can be a separate piece machined in a curved shape (a gothic arch, for

instance) to give a greater equivalent radius between the ball and groove surface, which

increases the load bearing capability of the coupling. A calculation of the Hertz contact

stress [5] of the interface will determine what radii to use:

1 1 3E__F

q - , )"( 2 eqn 3.1

where q is the contact stress at the center of the contact area, Re is the equivalent sphere

on flat plate radius of the ball and groove interface, Ee is the equivalent young's modulus

of the two materials used for the ball and groove, and F is the load at the interface. The

1
equivalent radius is Re 1 1 1 1 eqn 3.2

Rl,,ajor RI minor R 2major R 2 minor



where R1 and R2 are the radii of the ball and groove, respectively, and the equivalent

1
Young's Modulus is E, = eqn 3.3

+ -
E1  E2

where rTl, r72, El, and E2 are the Poisson's ratios and Young's moduli for the ball and

groove, respectively.

For metals, a conservative estimate for the maximum Hertzian contact stress is given as

follows [5]:

3c"
qmax =  max eqn 3.4

2

where o,,,,, is the maximum allowable tensile stress in the metal.

The coupling preload should be about the same each time the manipulator is mated with

the assembly stations. For greatest stability, and to allow for a larger coupling, the

manipulator should rest on the coupling, rather than, say, a vertical coupling, which has

several obvious disadvantages and complications (cantilever, high moments on the

coupling, etc.). The preload on the coupling then includes the manipulator's own weight.

with the addition of a 100 lb. clamping force (for greater stability, accuracy, and ease of

mind).

Judging by the estimated size of the manipulator (considering the approximate size and

weights of servo tables), the coupling needn't be small, and using a spreadsheet that

related forces and moments from the housing to the balls, it was estimated that 1 inch

radius balls (given a factor of safety of two) would be adequate, placed at a radius of 5.5

inches. The wide base (11 inches diameter) was necessary to ensure that none of the balls

would lift off during insertion operations. As the bulk of the parallel insertion forces

would be handled by the assembly module (see assisted Y-axis design, section 2.2),

without which this all would not be feasible, the loads and deflections were calculated for

various extremes of manipulator position, and for estimated assembly loads. The serial



insertion was estimated at 25 lbs, and the parallel bending was liberally approximated at 10

lb in. Details of the calculations and parameters are given in Appendix B.

The deflection at each of the contact points can be calculated using the following formula

[5]

1 3F 3
I= 1eqn 3.5
2 Re 2 )

where 6 is the elastic deflection at that point. Using equation 3.5, it was possible to

calculate the changes in deflection with different manipulator positions and assembly

operations, and relate that back to the deflections at the toolpoint. The total deflection at

the toolpoint for serial insertion was calculated to be 0.00026", and was 0.0000086" for

bending, which meets specifications fairly well.

Since the kinematic coupling was capable of meeting the docking needs, is less expensive

than the precise machining needed for an elastic averaged coupling to meet the

performance requirements, and far more repeatable than those couplings, it was chosen for

use in this design.

The application of the 100 lb. clamping force preload to the coupling had yet to be

specified. The connection between the coupling plates was desired to be 6 points (in order

to utilize the capability of the kinematic coupling to its maximum), the clamping force

would have to be entirely down, that is, to work to put the plates together with no

transverse forces. Several complicated ideas were brought up involving intricate

mechanisms in which the plates would grab each other. Each would involve a significant

amount of hardware design, and it was questioned as to whether they would actually work

as desired.

A electromagnetic clamp, mounted in the base coupling, and 'attracting' the iron coupling

plate attached to the manipulator, would truly exert no other forces but for the desired



direction, as the clamp would not need to involve contact. As magnetic fields disperse

quickly in air (as the cube of the distance), the gap between the plates must be kept very

small, and was chosen to be 0.010". Further discussion and explanation of the choices

involved pertaining to this issue are presented elsewhere [4].
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Figure 3.4: This is the lower plate of the kinematic coupling with the electromagnet installed in the
center. The electromagnet bonds with the steel disc of the upper coupling plate.

Potential problems with using the magnetic coupling include the extensive magnetic fields
involved and the potential for contamination. However, since magnetic fields disperse as
the cube of the distance, they were not seen to be a serious problem. Contamination of
size larger that the gap (0.010") could cause the coupling to rest improperly. The
magnetic clamp would not be on while the mating coupling is not present, which
suppresses the imagined problem of little metal pieces flying across the room to stick to
the clamp, despite the fact that the metal disc of the manipulator's coupling is necessary to
complete the magnetic field's 'circuit'. The transport module could carry a brush at its



front that will brush off the base as it passes over if contamination is seen to cause

problems.

A magnetic clamp was designed, built, and tested by Oei [4] that would fit into the present

system design without any major modifications.

Section 3.3 Transport

The redundant X-axis system (see Section 2.1, above) opens up just about anything for

use as the coarse X-axis. The coarse X-axis actuator should be able to move the transport

module between assembly modules in a few seconds or less, and should be able to position

the manipulator within 1/4" of the desired location, so that the kinematic coupling will

match up well enough to settle properly with the balls in the grooves. Several methods

were analyzed, beginning with the leadscrew.

A screw with a large pitch would be able to move the module quickly, and position it well

enough for the coupling to do the rest without any expensive sensors such as laser

interferometry.

A belt drive, depending on motor choice, could also deliver the required speed and

location ability. The module could ride on plain rails, as precise bearing rails would be

unnecessary.

The module could also be an automated guided vehicle (AGV) on wheels. Motors could

be built into the module, which drive the wheels directly. Some steering mechanism

would also be required. The module would then follow directions using sensors, such as

following some feature on the floor from station to station. Often this is as simple as

following a strip of tape, paint, or electric wire using various sensors. Automated guided

vehicles and the technology for them are well documented and proven.



The automated cart would have to receive a signal that commands it when to stop. This

can be from some breakbeam sensors near the assembly module, or perhaps an inductive

sensor on the cart that can sense the electromagnet assembly below it. The cart would use

a tether of cables for power and command.

Guided vehicles have been shown to be able to deliver the 1/4" precision in location

needed to place the kinematic coupling faces so that they can mate [6]. If more precision

is desired (for piece of mind perhaps), the cart could easily drive into guides that tightly

control the module's direction as it approaches the assembly module, much like how car

rides in amusement parks do not allow the car to leave the path.

In essence, the transport module could be seen as a car elevated in a repair body shop. It

approaches an assembly module so that the coupling faces are close enough that they can

mate, and then the manipulator either drops out of the cart, or 'rover', onto the coupling

below, or the coupling below can lift the entire transport module, so that the only contact

between the module and the ground occur through the coupling (lifting it off its wheels. so

to speak). When the assembly operations are complete at that module, the cart is set

down and drives off to the next assembly module.

The automated cart, or 'rover', is the most flexible option, as the line can easily be

changed by just changing the tape on the floor. The screw and belt drives all require

significant modifications when changing the length or set up of the assembly line. The line

is also no longer required to be linear in set up, and time can be saved by having the

transport module traverse a circle on the floor (although the tether may have to be

reconsidered, which is a complication that won't be discussed, but this is an example of

how the design allows the flexibility for improvement through future work, whereas the

other designs do not). The cart also leaves the most play for coupling location, being that

it is not attached to a screw, belt, or on rails, and it does not require bulky equipment on

the line or extensive set up costs. This is also the most novel approach of the three



methods described above. For these reasons, the design moved to that of an independent

manipulator resting upon an independent rover, the results of which can be seen in

Chapter 4.

Section 3.4 Rover Design

Some details of the rover design had yet to be worked out:

* the method of steering the rover

* the method of guiding the rover

* the type of coupling actuation (i.e., the 'elevator') by which the manipulator docks

and undocks.

* the method of commanding the rover to stop

* safety issues

There are several possible methods for steering the rover. Differential steering uses two

wheels powered separately. When powered at different rates, the cart will turn, much in

the same way as a military tank. Castors would then be added to round out the support

for the cart. Otherwise, only one motor is used and some steering mechanism must be

developed to turn the wheels. Optionally, the cart could follow a rail rather than have any

steering at all. This last method would lose some of the flexibility advantages of the AGV,

but would make for a simple set-up for a prototype design. Differential steering does not

involve designing a steering mechanism, which makes it simpler to design and build, and

so was chosen for the final design.

There are two common methods for vehicle guidance: optical path following and wire

following.

Using a pair of optical sensors on the underside of the transport module that are either on

or off depending on the darkness of the floor beneath, the module would be able to follow



a lightly colored tape across a dark floor, or vice versa, along as there is reasonable

contrast between the line and the floor (see Figure 3.5). If the light following sensor drifts

off the tape, and the other does not drift onto the tape, then a microprocessor in the cart

knows to which side that it has drifted off the path. The path could be easily altered by

removing and re-applying tape. The disadvantage of optical following is that dirt build-up

on the floor can cause loss of signal. But if the assembly line is being reconfigured

regularly (with a new path being laid), then this should be less of a problem.

Photo detectors

Chassis

Light

Floor
Painted Strip or tape

Figure 3.5: Optical guidance method showing underside of front of cart

More commonly in industry, a pair of inductive sensors follow a electric wire imbedded in

the floor [6]. If the cart drifts from the path so that one sensor picks up a greater signal

than the other, the steering mechanism compensates the vehicle until the sensors' signals

are again equal. It is generally accepted that wire guidance gives better tracking than



optical guidance, but rearranging the assembly line would be more complicated. Taping

the wire down, rather than actually imbedding it in the floor can alleviate this

disadvantage, but then the operators must take certain steps to ensure that the wire does

not present a danger to any employees (i.e. tripping).

There are several other methods of vehicle guidance, including inertial guidance,

triangulation, and optical or ultrasonic imaging. None of these methods are as widely used

as optical or wire guidance, and none of the technologies are as fully developed or as

proven as the two previously discussed [6].

Because of previous experience with optical following, this method was chosen for this

design. However, the advantages of wire guidance must be kept in mind, and switching

from optical to wire guidance is straightforward and can be done at any time.

An elevator system needed to be developed to dock and undock the manipulator with the

assembly module. This could be built into either the floor or the transport module. It

requires a range of motion of one inch, and should be able to lift about 60 lbs.

A simple idea involves the wheels of the rover rolling into 1" deep dips, at which point the

coupling will be aligned well enough that the manipulator will couple as required. The

rover and manipulator would be two separate pieces, with the rover (with a coupling-sized

hole in the middle) supporting the manipulator by 'wings'. When the rover sinks down

into the recesses at the base of the assembly module, the manipulator will be left resting on

the coupling (see Figure 3.6). When assembly is done, the rover will drive out of the dips,

picking up the manipulator on the way. There are several problems with this approach,

however. It would be difficult to rest assured that the manipulator's coupling half is going

to mate properly with that of the base, being that everything is moving laterally as well as

up and down. The kinematic coupling isn't tremendously resistant to shocks, and the

mating process (involving free falling) wouldn't be without shock. Also, having the rover



drive out of the holes would require more traction and power than would be needed

otherwise.

Manipulator

Rover Coupling Base

Figure 3.6: The cart carries the manipulator by the winged flange. When the cart is in the holes and the

manipulator is docked, the rover and manipulator are no longer in contact.

Another option is to use the same configuration with the rover and cart, but use a

pneumatic lift in the coupling base rather than the 'crude' dips. The lift would raise the

manipulator off of the rover once the rover has stopped over the coupling, giving more

piece of mind as to the locating ability of the coarse X-axis system than the previous idea

(see figure 3.7). As the designer would have control over the speed of the lift (using

dampers or what-not), impact can be kept to a reasonable level. This design is dependent

upon the lift's locational repeatability (end point of stroke, as well as play transverse to the

stroke), however, and the docking precision requirement would likely no longer be met.
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Figure 3.7: The cart carries the manipulator by the winged flange. When the lift extends, it raises the

manipulator off the rover so that the manipulator and rover are no longer in contact.

Rather than using the lift to raise the manipulator, use the lift to lower the rover. The

manipulator will lower with it until it comes in contact with the coupling base, which is

rigidly attached to the assembly module. The positioning capability of the coupling is not

being compromised by the lift. This would require each assembly module to have a lift,

and requires mechanisms to be built into the floor, or to have the rover traverse a ramp.

Lastly, the rover can carry a pneumatic lift, which lowers the manipulator onto the base

when the rover stops at the assembly module. When assembly is complete at that module,

the lift picks up the manipulator and carries it off. Building the lift on the rover eliminates

the need to have a lift at each assembly module, although it requires that the tether have

pneumatic tubes. It also assures a rigid connection between the manipulator and the

assembly module, and takes full advantage of the kinematic coupling's repeatability.

Because of the lack of redundancy offered by having the lift on the rover, and the

availability of pneumatic cylinders of the size and stroke length needed, it was chosen to

have the lift on the rover rather than in the base.

As the rover approaches the assembly module, it must receive some signal to stop. An

easy method for this could be to use three breakbeam sensors in the vicinity of the



assembly module: when the rover triggers the first it begins to slow down, and then aligns

itself so that it lies between the final two, so that any deviation greater than that needed

for the coupling would trigger one beam. Other methods were discussed, including using

an inductive sensor to detect the electromagnet (on low power) as the cart passed over the

coupling. As the direction of the research was soon to take a turn, and because this was

not an issue of critical importance or ground-breaking excitement, this issue was never

fully decided.

There are several safety issues that need to be addressed when using AGV's. Bumpers.

both hard (for contact) and soft (a proximity sensor that can command the cart to slow

before contact occurs), should be installed. The cart must also be programmed to stop if

it loses contact with its path. These issues were never fully addressed, as there exist safety

standards in industry for AGV's [6].



Chapter 4 The Final Design

The final transport module design consists of two parts: a 4-axis manipulator that securely

grips a housing located using the fiber-optic method described above (section 2.3) and

detailed below (see chapter 6), and a guided rover that moves the manipulator from one

assembly module to another. Upon reaching an assembly module, the manipulator is set

down upon the highly repeatable kinematic coupling, separating it from the rover. At this

point the manipulator has essentially become part of the assembly module. An

electromagnet is used to securely clamp the manipulator down. When the operations are

complete at that module, the clamp turns off, the rover lifts the manipulator off of the

coupling and drives off, optically following a line of tape to the next assembly module.
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Figure 4.1: A sketch of the manipulator and rover of the final design. The manipulator is light lined.

Arrows show servo axes.
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Figure 4.2: Transport Module Detail. The pneumatic cylinder raises and lowers the manipulator, which

rests on the plate. The guide post gives the cylinder support against transverse forces.

Rather than build a steering mechanism, the rover drives each of the main wheels

separately. Driving the wheels at different rates will cause the cart to turn, much like a

military tank. The other side of the cart is supported by castors.

The front of the cart has two light sensors. One looks for light, the other for dark, so that

the cart steers to follow the tape edge. There are several viable options for warning the

cart when and where to stop, and this issue remains to be fully configured.

Four pneumatic cylinders act in concert to raise and lower the manipulator on and off the

mating face of the coupling beneath the cart. The cylinders are set up to push up on

supports attached to the manipulator. The range of motion of the lifts is greater than that

needed to lower the manipulator onto the coupling base, so that the cylinders, and the

entire rover, are no longer in contact with the manipulator when it is docked.



Each assembly module is rigidly attached to a kinematic coupling, whose balls are set to

mate exactly with the 'groove' side underneath the manipulator, which rests on the

coupling when performing assembly operations. An electromagnet is mounted in each

coupling base. This clamps the manipulator down by attracting the manipulator's steel

coupling plate.

The manipulator consists of three 6" linear stages and one rotary stage, each easily chosen

from common stock items. The gripper is attached to the rotary stage. The gripper holds

the housing by means of detachable 'fingernails', which are designed to align the part in

the angular Z-direction, angular X-direction, and the Y-direction. A fiber-optical locating

system is used to measure the X and Z location of the housing by measuring the locations

of the holes themselves, and the housing is held firmly in this location throughout its

assembly.

Section 4.1 The Experimental Testbed

A multi-functional experimental testbed was built for testing some of the ideas of the

transport module design, such as the optical hole-finding technique. This testbed consists

of the manipulator design for the transport module rigidly bolted to the baseplate of the

bending module previously built (see figure 4.3). This gives a 5-degree of freedom system

with linear X, Y, and Z, and angular Y on the manipulator, and angular X on the bender.
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Figure 4.3: Schematic of the Experimental Testbed.

Figure 4.4: The experimental testbed consisting of the manipulator and rotary bender designed for

assembly line.



The manipulator portion of the testbed was designed to be used as the manipulator on the

transport module if the assembly line is built in the future. The manipulator is built of

three 6" linear leadscrew stages and one worm-driven rotary stage, all purchased from

stock components from Daedal (part #'s 106061P and 20602-P). All were chosen to

withstand the force and moment requirements found for each using a spreadsheet that

calculates forces and moments from the tool-tip to the base, using the weights and joint

displacements between each component, as well as forces on the tool-tip (see Appendix

B).

The leadscrews each have a 5 pitch, which allows for a speed of 3 inches per second at the

maximum rate of the screw, and with 4000 count rotary encoders (quadrature) gives

20000 counts per inch, or 0.00005". The motor torque required to accelerate the load,

the screw, and to overcome screw friction with a maximum linear acceleration of 12

in/sec2 needs a motor torque of 6.93, 12.00, and 18.81 oz inches for the Z-, Y-, and X-

axes, respectively (they increase because of the increasing load on each).

The rotary table was chosen to have a resolution of 0.06 arcminutes (a worm gear ratio of

90 with a 4000 count encoder), which gives a 0.00005" Abbe error at 3" from the table

center-line. Since mostly the table will be used to orient the housing between assembly

stations, and not during assembly operations, a modest velocity of .167 rev/sec was

adequate. A torque of 20.04 oz inches was required for an acceleration of 1 rev/sec.

Since the motor demands for all of the tables were similar, the same motor was chosen for

each, a 70 oz inch stock motor, the 7ME70H from Motion Science (more torque than

necessary, but they were readily available with only a modest cost and weight increase

over the 35 oz inch version). These were powered by Motion Science amplifiers, part

number DHB5006HX.



Gripper Design

The gripper will use the housing's lip for resisting insertion forces in the Y-direction, or if

the housing doesn't have a lip, part-specific fingernails will be used that have a lip for a

backstop. So the gripper only needs to grip securely enough to resist transverse forces.

Since the holes are chamfered, for ease of insertion, the transverse forces were

approximated as if the inserter pushed the pin into the chamfer, that is, the 25 lb. insertion

force hits at an angle of 450, causing a transverse force of 17.7 lbs, as shown in figure 4.5.

below.

Housing

Figure 4.5: Transverse force caused by misaligned pin hitting chamfer used for calculating necessary

gripper strength.

Guessing at a coefficient of friction between the gripper fingernail and the housing to be

0.2 (fairly arbitrary, but conservative), the needed gripper force for the housing not to slip

in the grippers during insertion is 88.5 lbs. A pneumatically-actuated gripper was chosen

from stock that can deliver 121 lbs with a pressure of 6 bars, has a stroke length of 0. 16"

and a 0.002" repeatability, can easily handle insertion and bending forces with maximum



admissible forces of 135 lbs and 3800 oz inches, and weighs just 1 lb (the Schunk PGN

80).

The grippers and gripper fingernails were made of steel, for strength. They were made

angled (see figure 4.6, below) in order for the rotating grippers on the bender to be able to

rotate up to 1200. A pair of location pins are used to position the fingernails on the

fingers, which are then screwed down. The fingers are also positioned on the grippers

using pins. The surface of the fingernails have been machined to a 0.0005" flatness.

ho e -• - Housing
Location Gripper Fingernail
Pin

Figure 4.6: Showing the design of the gripper fingers and fingernails.

The bending module was increased in height in order to correspond to that of the

manipulator. It was also modified to have a toolbar with regularly placed screw-holes so

that other tools can easily be attached to the bender axis, other than just the rotating

grippers of the original design.

0



Figure 4.7: The grippers, mounted on the rotary axis on the manipulator, interfacing with the rotary

bender.

The system was controlled by Tech-80 5650 and 5650A motion control-boards in a

Compaq Prolinea 575 PC with a 75 MHz Pentium Processor. With the addition of a

National Instruments AT-MIO XE-50 data-acquisition board, the experimental testbed

became a flexible, accurate, and automated experimental laboratory that would form the

base for the experiments dealing with fiber-optic hole location and coplanarity detection

and compensation.



Chapter 5 Part Referenced Measurement and Control

As miniaturization continues, tolerances grow tighter. Eventually, the manufacturing

processes used today will reach their limits, a result of the cumulation of small errors in

each of the parts to be assembled. Some of the techniques used for this flexible assembly

line developed above may be able to allow systems to follow further tightening in

tolerances by the addition of in-process error feedback to the assembly process, by

referencing measurements to the part rather than the machine.

Process Capability is a measure of how well a manufacturing process meets specified

tolerances. It is defined as follows for systems with a centered output distribution (like

those in figure 7.1, below):

(USL - LSL
C, =. - eqn 5.1

6a

where USL is the Upper Specified Limit, LSL is the lower specified limit, and a is the

standard deviation of the output distribution. For systems where the distribution mean is

not on the target value, the process capability is as follows:

CP = max( (USL-p) (LSL-)3 eqn 5.2
3a 3a )

where yu is the distribution mean.

Thus, when 99.9% (3 standard deviations) of the output from a process meets the

specified tolerances then PC = 1, as in figure 7.1 A. When tolerances are tightened, as in

figure 7.1 B, the process capability drops below one, as now a significant percentage of

products do not meet the new tolerances. The use of in-process error feedback may

increase process capability back to one, or higher, as seen in figure 7.1 C.
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Figure 5.1: Figure A shows a hypothetical manufacturing process with a process capability of about one.

As tolerances are tightened because of customer demand as in B, the process capability decreases below

than one. The improvement of the manufacturing process results in a tighter distribution, as seen in C.

This results in a higher process capability.

The problem becomes more pronounced when the distribution is not centered (i.e. process

capability follows eqn 5.2). Figure 5.2 A shows an output distribution which is not

centered, but is tight enough to fit within the specified tolerances nevertheless. However,

when the tolerances become tighter, a large percentage of the parts can lie outside the

tolerance range, as seen in figure 5.2 B. By using part referenced measurement and active

control to center the distribution, it can again meet tolerance requirements, as in figure 5.3

C.
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Figure 5.2: Although the distribution is not centered in A, it lies entirely within the tolerance band.

When the tolerances become tighter in B, a significant portion of the output distribution lies outside of

tolerance. Although the centered output distribution is no tighter in C than in A or B, it lies entirely

within the tolerance band.

Hole Location

The injection molding processes used in the construction of the housings will soon reach a

limit where a reference in the housing will no longer be able to predict the location of the

holes within the needed tolerances for pin insertion. The fiber-optic hole finding method

described above (section 2.3) for locating the housing within the grippers can eliminate the

need for references altogether, and allow for hole locations to within the ability of the

sensor rather than the ability of the injection molding process. The fiber-optic sensor can

be made very compact, and thus can easily be added to new serial insertion stations in

industry to measure the location of a hole just before insertion, eliminating the errors in

the housing and in the positioning and holding of the housing, but adding the error of the

so t Targe 
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sensory system. This addition to the process can be designed so that it doesn't slow the

process down at all.

photodte

b0krv

Figure 5.3: The insertion process with the fiber optic hole detector measuring the location of the hole a

few holes ahead of the hole being inserted into, which had previously been located. This shows how in-

process error detection can be used to neutralize errors in the insertion process.

Coplanarity Detection

The ability of current machining technology to bend pins so that the ends are coplanar is

also reaching manufacturing limits, since the variations between pins yield differences in

the springback of each pin during forming, which causes errors that cannot be corrected

when bending en masse. Variations include small differences in size or material

composition of the pin, or errors in the stamping operation that shapes the pins.

Coplanarity is defined as how nearly the undersides of all the pins lie on some specified

plane within some specified tolerance bound. Because the rotating gripper method for

bending in the flexible assembly line designed bent a row of pins at once (see chapter 2),

and bent to angles rather than positions, a compensation probe was proposed that would

I



detect errant pins and correct those errors. This same idea could be adopted in industry to

tighten the coplanarity output distribution curves by actively compensating for individual

variations between pins after the pins are formed using current techniques. This would

add another step to the manufacturing process, and an as-yet determined amount of time.

Seeing the potential for fiber-optic hole locating and individual coplanarity detection and

compensation to improve process capability, it was decided to research these ideas more

closely and evaluate their potential. Although this stalled the straight-ahead development

of the assembly line, this change of direction involves probably the most novel and

unproven aspects of the line, and to evaluate them first could justify some questionable

aspects of the assembly line design.



Automatic Hole Finding for Pin Insertion

It was desired to take the hole-finding idea one step further than locating the housing

within the manipulator grippers. Since the process of scanning with a fiber could be so

incredibly simple and quick a fiber-optic scan could be used to locate the holes just before

pin insertion; that is, to have a scanning fiber directly in front of the pin inserter reading

the location of the hole exactly rather than calculating from a locating feature on the

housing, or depending on exact location of the manipulator on the coupling. This would

be a technology that could be added to existing assembly lines in order to increase the

inserting process capabilities. This would, in effect, eliminate tolerances (to within the

ability of the sensor) of the positions of the holes within the housing. This would leave the

tolerances of the assembly machine and of the pins to be the limiting factor in precision.

In-process hole finding using the fiber-optic detection system discussed earlier (Section

2.3) is far less complicated and than a costly camera-based optical system or some physical

probe (and the limitations of physical location points were the reason for exploring new

methods). The idea is to have a fiber-optic probe (consisting of a common

communications optical fiber leading to a photo-transistor) scan the face of a back-lit

housing and measure the light throughput using a photo-transistor, from which the

computer will estimate the locations of the centers of the holes, as seen in figure 6.1,

below. It should be capable of calculating the hole position to within 0.0002".

Chapter 6:
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Figure 6.1: Diagram of in-process hole-finding

The fiber-optic hole finding system was inexpensive to implement. The fiber used was 165

micron telecommunications fiber, and the phototransistor cost all of 99 cents. The fiber

was glued into a 0.020" diameter hole in an aluminum 'finger' using opaque, black,

silicone cement. About 0.1 inch of the fiber protruded from the hole. The phototransistor

at the other end was held in by a large amount of black electrical tape, in order to prevent

ambient light from entering the photo-detector from anywhere but the fiber.

The fiber-probe and the backlight were assembled on the experimental testbed consisting

of the 4-axis manipulator from the transport module and a flexible form of the bending

module that has a toolbar for adding or removing various tools. The backlight was

mounted in the gap between the housing and the gripper designed for the parallel insertion

module's 'assisting Y-axis'. The backlight was a Dolan-Jenner A-240, which consists of a

150 Watt halogen bulb, the light of which is threaded through a fiber optic cable to a

diffuser that gives out relatively constant light across its open face, which is a linear

rectangle 1 cm wide by 10.5 cm long. The power supply was attached to the computer so

that the computer could control the light intensity.



The housing was initially positioned with the fiber tip approximately one millimeter from

the housing in the Y-direction, and aligned with a row of holes in the Z-direction. The

manipulator was programmed to move the backlit housing in the X-direction across the

scanning probe and had the computer read position and light intensity data (read as the

voltage across the phototransistor as in figure 6.2, below). The entire scanning process

was fully automated, and data was saved to file.

5V

R

Signal Out

Light
Phototransistor

Figure 6.2: The circuit diagram for the phototransistor [4]. The signal out goes to the computer's data

acquisition board.

The results of the first scan showed high-frequency noise levels about half that of the

signal intensity, which made reading the data quite difficult (see figure 6.3, below). A

low-pass filter was added with break frequency of 200 Hz, the signal was magnified

further (by increasing the resistor R in figure 8.2 to 60 MegaOhm), and the fiber was

replaced with one that was cleanly cleaved at both ends, as it is likely that a jagged fiber

would be less likely to collect light shown directly upon it.
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Figure 6.3: This shows the results of the first scan. The vafleys differ significantly in intensity,. and noise

is almost half of the signal strength.

The effects of ambient light should also be mentioned. Rooms lights had no discernible

effect on the data. However, as the experimentation module is located near a window, it

was noticed that sunlight will dilute the contrast between hole and no-hole greatly. All

subsequent tests were done with the shades closed.

Subsequent results were much cleaner, and looked much like those in figure 6.4 below,

showing position (in encoder counts) vs. intensity (in volts) data. The photo-transistor

circuit has an inverse relationship between voltage and intensity; and it was adequate to

consider intensity in units of voltage, as only relative intensities are of concern. Hence, the

low, flat points in the plot show where the light shines directly through a hole in the

housing and into the fiber.
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The data at the back edge of the hole increases less sharply then the data at the front edge

of the hole declines, as seen in figure 6.4 by the ramping up after each hole. This was

possibly caused by some angular misalignment between the fiber and the holes, where the

fiber saw reflection from the inside wall of the hole as it moved away (see figure 6.5). The

scan rates used in the following experiments were approximately 2 holes per second.

Position vs. Intensity

6 \ -2.4
Hol L Pos
Hole Location

Improved

-2.2
ition [counts]

-1.8 -1.6
x 104

Figure 6.4: Output from a scan of the fiber across the connector housing. The low, flat areas are

predicted locations of through-holes in the housing. The computer's estimate for each hole center location

proved to be reliable to within 2 encoder counts (standard deviation), or 0.0001", from run to run.
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Figure 6.5: Exaggerated illustration showing how a misaligned fiber will detect reflections off the hole

inside wall after it has moved past the hole to a greater degree than before it has moved into the hole.

The computer estimated the hole center location by averaging the locations of the data

points below a certain set voltage threshold for each hole spacing. The threshold was

rather arbitrarily chosen at 1.6 volts, but should represent the hole edges (that is, the shift

between light and dark) reasonably well.

With the sensor working well, its repeatability was tested. The test consisted of 10

identical scans of the same housing, and found the standard deviation of the calculated

hole center location for each hole, which are shown in Table 6. 1. The average of those

standard deviations was 1.61 encoder counts (which is near the resolution of the system)

which translates to less than 0.0001 inch, well within the specifications. As another test of

the repeatability, the computer checked whether there was much variation in the number

of data points for each test of each hole, and found that out of more than 200 data points

per hole, the average of the standard deviations of data points per test was 1.25, another

example of how repeatable this method proved to be.

c



Hole Number Standard Deviation of Hole Deviation of Data points per
Location Hole

[encoder counts] [number of data points]

1 1.55 0.82
2 1.01 1.08
3 1.24 1.16
4 1.38 1.34
5 1.86 1.55
6 2.29 1.45
7 2.02 1.17
8 1.69 1.23
9 1.37 1.45

Table 6.1: Data from hole-finding repeatability experiment.

The repeatability of this hole-finding method proved to be more than adequate, so

attention was now turned to the comparison of the computer estimate and the 'actual'

hole locations.

In order to test the precision of the sensory system, the hole locations predicted by a scan

of the housing were compared to the locations found using a machinist's microscope. The

microscope consists of a manual X-Y stage with divisions of 0.0001". The position of

each edge of each hole was recorded, and the average of the two positions edging the hole

was taken to be the location of the hole center. The location estimates were compared

starting with the last hole (hole 34) as position zero. The resulting plot of the differences

in measurements between the fiber-optic hole finding method and that of the machinist's

microscope is shown in figure 6.6, below.
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Figure 6.6: Shows the difference in calculated hole center locations relative to the location of the last hole

(hole 34) using fiber-optical method and machinist's microscope. As the plot showed a linear trend. a

least-squared fit line is also shown. The line was calculated to be 2.8 e-5 * (hole number) - 1.3 e-3.

As the data seemed to show a linear progression a line was least-squared fit to it. The X-

axis screw on the manipulator may not have a perfect pitch, for instance, which would

cause a linearly increasing error as the table moves. The line was taken as a calibration

between the two sensing methods. The line fit between hole number and location

difference, shown in figure 6.6, is 2.8 e-5 * (hole number) - 1.3 e-3. The calibrated data,

that is, the scatter of the data about the fit line, is plotted in figure 6.7. The scatter about

the fit line had a standard deviation of 1 e-4 inches.
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The scatter in the data has

a standard deviation of 1 e-4".

As another method of comparing the two methods, the displacements between each hole

were calculated and compared. The results are shown in figure 6.8, below. With a

nominal hole spacing of 0.05 inches, the average hole spacing found using the microscope

was 0.050129, that of the fiber-optic sensor was 0.050085, a difference of 44 microinches.

Since this calculated value was smaller than the resolution of either locating method, it

was decided to do another experiment comparing the distance between the first and tenth

hole found by either method. To decrease the effects of scatter, each method was

performed 10 times and averaged before being compared.
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Difference in Displacements between holes
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Figure 6.8: Plot of the difference in measured displacements between each hole calculated using the fiber-

optic method and the machinist's microscope. The scatter of the data has a standard deviation of 2 e-4

inches.

The average measured displacement between hole centers 1 and 10 for the fiber-optic

method was 0.4505 inches, with a deviation of 1 e-4 inches. The displacement for the

microscopic method was 0.4510 inches, with a deviation of 1 e-4 inches, resulting in a

difference between the two methods of 5 e-4 inches, which is a 0.11% error. The

difference between the two methods is greater than the addition of the standard deviations

of the two methods, so it is unlikely that this error is caused by data scatter, but rather is

the result of some calibration that needs to be done.

It is understood that the system, as is, only detects the hole location in the X-direction,

and needs previous alignment in the Z. However, given the hole diameter of 0.022", one
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could expect that the Z-location would be repeatable enough to give results, as data can

be taken without loss of repeatability about 0.005" in the Z-direction from the hole center-

line, and the pneumatic grippers have a repeatability of 0.002". However, if desired, it

would be easy to use an array of fibers, several stacked in a line with separate

photodetectors, that all scan the housing at once and use the results to get location

information in both the X- and Z-directions. The data analysis would be more complex,

and the resolution of the measurement in the Z-direction would depend on the spacing of

the fibers in the array.

The fiber-optic hole finding system's locating ability is more capable than needed, with a

repeatability around 0.0001", but there are some issues that need addressing before this

can be implemented in an insertion system. The speeds used in the above experiments (2

holes per second), although adequate for the flexible assembly line's purposes, should

probably be ten times that value in order not to slow down a high volume assembly line.

An increase in speed would result in an increase in scatter, as fewer data points would be

used to calculate the hole-center position.

The non-scatter error between the fiber-detecting system and the data from the

microscope is disconcerting. If it is indeed a calibration problem as was hypothesized,

then it is a solvable problem. If the inserter and hole finder are a known distance apart on

the same servo-axis then the issue might be able to be ignored. If not, then the linear axis

could be error-mapped to a standard, which would probably be done to an industrial

assembly machine anyway. It has not been proven that it is a calibration problem, but no

other explanations come to mind.

The fiber-optic hole finding system is an inexpensive, simple, but very effective locating

device. It was shown to be repeatable to about 0.0001", within the specified 0.0002".

Considering that the tolerance between the reference on a housing and a hole is on the

order of 0.001", this method appears to offer quite an improvement. It is compact, and

can easily be added to the other assembly modules, if that is seen to be needed, or even



added to future high volume, fixed assembly lines with the serial insertion mechanism

rigidly attached to, and following, the hole locator.



Chapter 7 Coplanarity Detection and Compensation Design

Pins whose bottom surfaces all lie in the same plane as some desired reference are said to

be coplanar. The pins should be coplanar to within some specified tolerance, that is, no

pin can lie more than such and such inches above or below the target plane. Current

bending techniques, including the rotary bender designed above, are unable to bend a row

of pins in parallel to tight coplanarity tolerances because of variations between individual

pins. The variations include small variations in size, material properties, and how well the

pin is attached to the housing.

Rather than design a system to adaptively bend each pin individually, an additional process

could be added to the bending which will check for errant pins and adaptively displace

them until they conform to tolerances. That is, the pins will be bent as a group using the

parallel bender. A probe will then pass by and measure the locations of the pin tips and

bend any that deviate from the desired position to a position within the required tolerance.

Since any deviation should be small (as the pins are all almost identical), the distance

needed to displace any pin would be small as well, so instead of using a more involved

bending method, the design may be able to simply prod the pin end in the desired direction

until plastic deformation is achieved.



Figure 7.1: The compensation probe checks the position of each pin end. If the pin is off, the

compensation probe pushes it up or down (depending on the direction of deviation), until the pin is within

the desired tolerance range.

Parallel bending and then end point displacement, as parts of the same module, would be

much faster than bending every pin individually. If the measurement method is reasonably

fast, and considering that only deviant pins will need to be adjusted, it may be possible to

form parts in a tighter tolerance range without hurting production rate.

The compensation probe would use some algorithm, possibly one similar to that used for

the adaptive bender described in Chapter 1, with position feedback between each iteration.

In order to get an order of magnitude idea as to the distances and forces involved, the pin

was approximated as a straight cantilever beam with one end rigidly clamped and the other

end free. The dimensions used are shown below in figure 7.2. The material properties

were those of a phosphor-bronze, of which the pins are commonly made.
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Figure 7.2: This shows the approximate size of pin used for the order of magnitude force estimate. On

the left is the beam, on the right is the cross-section.

Using [7]

bh2
MY = S eqn 7.1

6

where My is the moment on the beam (Mr = PL, where P is the force on the beam tip and

L = 0.135" is the beam length), b = 0.015" is the beam breadth, h = 0.003" is the beam

width, and Sy = 60 ksi is the tensile yield strength of the material, gives an equation for the

loading P which causes yield in the beam, which is P = 0.01 lb. The deflection at the end

point at the point of yielding was estimated using [8]

4PL'
Yield = bh 3  eqn 7.23Ebh

where E = 16 Mpsi is the Young's elastic modulus, and was found to be 0.0051 inches.

The detector and compensation probe should be able to place all pins to within a 0.001"

plane. These numbers give an idea as to the necessary sensitivity of the detection device.

As the compensation device only needs to be a small probe that can push up or down on

the pin at the pin end, the major design concern is the method of coplanarity detection.

and many ideas were considered.



Section 7.1 Contact Probe

The simple solution involves a probe moving in the Z-direction that detects at what

location it has come into contact with the pin. It would check each pin and have the

compensation probe correct any deviations from the desired position (given by the target

plane for the endpoint) in an iterative manner (measure, displace, measure, displace, until

the measurement gives a result within the acceptable range).

An LVDT (Linear Variable Differential Transformer) is a very dependable and easily

available method for fine displacement measurements. An LVDT consists of a

ferromagnetic rod passing through three electric coils. Using the center coil as reference,

any rod displacement from the center position will cause a voltage difference between the

outer coils. A pin would be moved down upon the end of the rod until the LVDT

measured a voltage change, which would be the estimated position of the pin. However.

the pin would likely have to bend in order to supply enough force to change the LVDT.

and once the pin is bent its position has changed. Even though LVDT's can be made with

very high resolution, the force from the pin would have to overcome static friction to

cause the rod to move. In any case, this would predict the position only after the pin has

inflicted force upon the rod, which means the pin has bent.

The only way a probe that measures the location of contact could work is if it can measure

the point of contact without moving the pin. A tiny fiber with conductive paint could be

brought into contact with the pin. Since the fiber is very thin, it would bend far more than

the pin. Although the fiber would bend, it would do so repeatably, so that the probe could

be calibrated to give good results. However, this method involves electrical contact with

the pin at another point, presumably with another fiber. Contact resistance between the

parts in this system loom large as a problem. Breaking fibers becomes an issue in an

industrial setting.



Another contact solution would be to send acoustic waves down a thin piezoelectric

cantilever. If the free end meets pin rather than air, then the reflected wave will be 1800

out of phase with the return wave while the end is free (as seen in figure 7.3). This,

however, assumes that no force needs to be applied for the free end to become effectively

clamped, which seems unreasonable. Although a novel idea, this method would involve

extensive electronics work, and would likely be a risky investment of time.
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Figure 7.3: The Acoustic cantilever.
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Section 7.2 Non-contact Electrical Methods

A capacitance sensor measures a change in capacitance as a conductive material is brought

in its vicinity. The capacitance measured can then be used to estimate the distance

between the probe and the object. The probe can be scanned under all of the pins and

measure all of their locations in one scan. Stock capacitative sensors are not available in

sizes small enough to measure the location of one pin without having effects from

neighboring pins, as the pins are packed 20 to an inch. If the pin end has angle to it, than

results would likely be skewed. The capacitative sensor could measure the displacement



of some probe that comes into contact with the pin, but then several of the problems with

the contact probes resurface, mainly that contact with the pin likely changes its position.

Capacitance sensors, and the equipment required for their use, are also expensive (greater

than $5,000) [5].

Another method is to use a metal probe on the same scale as the pin (see figure 7.4).

Electrical contact is made with the pin at some other point, and the capacitance of the

probe-pin system is measured as the probe is brought near the pin. As distance between

the probe and pin change, the capacitance will change.

Pin

Probe
Probte

Figure 7.4: Homemade capacitance probe. The conductive probe is brought near the pin and capacitance

between the two is measured. This method requires electrical contact with the pin.

This method requires electrical contact with the pin. This brings up problems such as

contact resistance and having the contact with the pin change its position. Also, size

differences in the pin would likely cause variation in the capacitance measured, rendering

this method useless unless those variations are small.

Eddy current sensors measure when a conductive material enters its vicinity by the

induced change in the magnetic fields produced by the sensor. Inductive proximity

sensors are fairly inexpensive, and can be used by having one approach the pin like the
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homemade capacitance sensor above, and recording its position when it switches. Or an

inductive displacement sensor can be scanned under all of the pins, finding their locations

as it passes beneath. As with the capacitative sensor, there is the issue of finding one small

enough so that neighboring pins do not effect the results. Eddy current sensors are also

thermally sensitive, and sensitive to variations in the material being detected [5]. If the

pin surface being detected is not a flat plane, and often there is a slight angle, results will

be skewed.

Figure 7.5: Displacement sensor passing beneath pins locating each as it passes

Section 7.3 Optical Methods

Pin positions can be measured using a pair of breakbeam sensors and some geometry. The

beams are angled so that they can detect a pin amongst a row, as seen in figure 7.6, below.
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Figure 7.6: Angled breakbeam sensors can find the position of the pin, but must use two degrees-of-

freedom.

This requires the sensors to be moving both up-down and back-forth, however, which

would complicate and slow the process considerably. Also, multiple rows of pins can

render this method useless.

Another option is to use a video camera and a frame-grabber. Although this would take

some software work to automate, since there was a camera available, this method was

attempted with manual measurement as a quick feasibility test.

The housing face with the pins protruding from it was lit up so that the pin ends would

reflect back into the camera, in order to give contrast between the pin end and the

surroundings. All of the pins need to be compared to a single reference, and if this

reference does not appear across the housing then it will be necessary to capture multiple

pins in each frame in order to compare later pins with referenced ones. The lens was a

zoom lens, and about 7 pin ends appeared in each frame. The resolution of the camera

worked out to be only 0.0008 inches per pixel, which is near to the system scale. The

results from this method were unacceptable for reason of resolution, as 'border' pixels

would often be some shade of gray rather than white or black, leaving a large range over
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which one could say the pin starts and the background ends. Also, other sheared surfaces

on the pin often reflect back to the camera as bright or brighter than the pin end does.

Besides, it is not actually the pin end that is of concern but the lowest point on the pin's

bottom surface, and since pins often have some angle to them the lowest point is rarely the

pin end.

For the video camera system to be automated the resolution would need to be improved.

Also, from the experience taking pictures manually, for the computer to pick out the

proper part of the pin to locate would likely involve complex programming. The

equipment costs would be quite high for the camera, lighting, and frame-grabber board for

the computer.

Another camera-based method would use an automatic focus. It would focus on a pin.

and use knowledge of the lens' focal-length to estimate the distance from the lens to the

pin. This would likely be expensive, would involve complex software, and it is

questionable whether it would meet the resolution requirements.

Laser-triangulation is yet another optical technique. However, any angle at the pin end

will skew results, and if the spot lit up at is not the lowest spot on the pin (again if the pin

end is angled), then the results are inconclusive.

Pin

Laser
Triangulator

Figure 7.7: Laser triangulation to detect pin location.



Section 7.4 Force-Displacement Methods

Another method of pin location detection uses knowledge of the elastic properties of the

pin. As a beam is deflected, the force and displacement have a linear relationship in the

elastic regime. If the beam remains in the elastic regime it will unload along the same line,

as seen in figure 7.8 A. However, if the beam has yielded then plastic deformation occurs,

and force and displacement will no longer have a linear relationship. When unloading, the

beam should follow a line back down to zero force with the same slope as the line in the

elastic regime (springback), as seen in figure 7.8 B. This plastically deformed pin will have

a new zero-location.

Displacement Displacement

Figure 7.8: The force displacement-curve when the stresses are kept below yield is shown in A, where

loading and unloading occur along the same line. When yielding is reached plastic deformation begins.

As the beam is unloaded, it follows the original elastic slope back down to a new zero-position, as seen in

B.

If a force sensor is used as a contact sensor, and both force and displacement data is taken

as the pin is contacted and deflected, than a line fit to the data in the elastic regime should

theoretically pass through the Z-axis where contact first occurred. This eliminates the pin-

~



deflection problems found with the other contact methods, as this method uses pin

deflection and force feedback to its advantage.

An advantage of a force-displacement pin location sensor is that the same device can be

used to deflect errant pins. If the sensor finds that the pin is located too low, than it can

simply continue to bend the pin into the plastic region, and upon unloading the pin will be

in a new position. Depending on the algorithm used for the system, the number of

iterations needed to bend errant pins into position can be cut from the adaptive algorithm

to be used for the compensation probe in the other methods.

This is fine if the pins deviate in the direction of the probe (the negative Z-direction on the

experimental testbed). However, if the pin deviates in the positive Z-direction, the probe

can't very easily grab it and pull it down. A second probe will need to be located on the

positive Z-side of the pin to cover the cases when the pin deviates in this direction.

Two basic methods exist as improvements over the adaptive algorithm given in Chapter 1.

because of the additional force information available. The first, dubbed the 'yield point

displacement method', estimates where the yield point occurs by testing each data point to

see if it left the fit line by more than a certain amount. Once it estimates a yield, the probe

will continue to bend the pin a distance equal to the distance that the pin deviates (de, in

figure 7.9 A). This method assumes the pin to exhibit theoretical elastic / perfectly plastic

behavior, where, after yield has occurred, the pin can be bent further without increasing

the load, as seen in figure 7.9 B. Although the pin is not likely to exhibit this theoretical

look, and is more likely to look like the plot in A, the yield point displacement method

should err on the conservative side, while still providing a better algorithm than the one

used for the adaptive bender, basically by starting one iteration ahead.
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Figure 7.9: If the pin is found to be deviant, the yield point displacement method will displace the pin by

a distance of dest once an estimate of the yield point is reached, as seen in A. This method works perfectly

for the theoretical elastic / plastic curve in B, and should err conservatively for real curves.

The second way to estimate the deflection for deviant pins is the 'parallel slopes method'

discussed by Hardt, Roberts, and Stelson in [13]. Once the probe finds a pin is errant, it

will continue to bend the pin until a line drawn (with the slope of the elastic line) from the

most recent data point crosses the Z-axis at the desired pin location, as seen in figure 7.10.

That is, it fulfills the following:

d = f + ZPtes eqn 7.3

where d andf are the displacement and force coordinates of the data point, ZP,,,, is the

desired zero-position of the pin, and m is the slope of the line fit to the data in the elastic

regime: F = mD + Fo where F is force, D is displacement, and Fo is the intercept of the

force axis.

Once the data fulfills equation 7.3, to within some error margin, the probe will unload, and

the pin should theoretically end up near the desired position, as seen in figure 7.10.
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Figure 7.10: The parallel slopes method continues to bend the pin until a data point lies on a line with the

same slope as the load line, but crosses through the desired zero-position, ZPdes, within a reasonable

margin of error.

Any force sensor sensitive enough for forces significantly less than the yield force for the

pin (calculated above to be -0.01 lb.), in conjunction with either the probe or the pin

connected to a servo axis with significantly better resolution than the yield deflection of

the pin (-0.005 in), could be used with this method.

Since, on the experimental testbed, the housing is held by a manipulator with a resolution

Deflection, yieldof 0.00005" (giving = 100, which is more than adequate), all was
resolution

needed was a force sensor with a sensitivity of 0.0005 lbs or better (giving

Force, yield < 20).
resolution

One possibility is to use a capacitance or inductance displacement sensor beneath a

cantilever beam. When the pin deflects on the cantilever, the cantilever will also bend (as

eqn 7.2 using the material and size values for the cantilever) with the same bending force



as is on the pin. The sensor then detects that deflection. Once calibrated, as long as the

cantilever never plastically deforms, this should act as a repeatable force sensor.

Pin

Sno Cantilever
Sensor

Figure 7.11: Force displacement sensor using cantilever beam with displacement sensor

Another possible force sensor is to use a piezoelectric probe. When a piezoelectric

material is stressed, it produces a charge. The relationship between charge and load is

linear, so the load on the probe can be calculated by measuring the charge across it.

However, the charge decays quickly, but the addition of a charge amplifier can increase

the time constant so that quasi-static measurements can be done. A charge amplifier

consists of a resistor, capacitor, and op-amp in parallel, as seen in figure 7.12. The time

constant of the signal out of the amplifier [9] is given by

r = RC eqn 7.4

where z is the time constant, and R and C are the values of the resistor and capacitor,

respectively. The sensitivity of the signal

K = k/C eqn 7.5

where k the constant of proportionality of the piezoelectric in

Q = kF eqn 7.6

where Q is charge across the piezoelectric caused by force F. The sensitivity is used to

relate voltage and force in

V = KF eqn 7.7
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Figure 7.12: A charge amplifier. The sensitivity and time constant can be set by choosing R and C [9].

The force displacement methods represented one of the most effective and novel of the

ideas for coplanarity detection, as well as potentially offering a better compensation

method. For these reasons, these sensors were explored further.

Piezo electric materials exhibit charge production in any direction with a stress imposed

upon it. However, different directions have different constants of proportionality dx,. If

the direction of stress is the 3 direction (see figure 7.13), and charge is measured across

the 3 direction, then the constant of proportionality is d33 [9]. If the stress is imposed

across one of the transverse directions, say direction 1, then the constant is d31 . The

constant is larger in the with the stress in the 3 direction, but geometry can make the 1

direction more sensitive. For this reason, several orientations could be investigated.

First is the parallel compression probe, which measures charge in the same direction as the

force is applied, as seen in figure 7.13 A, below. The equation relating charge (across the

piezoelectric) with the force applied is the following [10]:

Q = F-d33 eqn 7.8
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where d33 is a constant of the piezoelectric material described above.

Using the piezoelectric material in the transverse compression mode eliminates the

problem of having the leads on the faces of contact (see figure 7.13 B). The equation for

transverse mode follows [10]:

FL
T

eqn 7.9

where d3, is a constant of the piezoelectric material described above, and L and T are

lengths defined in figure 7.13 B.

Figure 7.13: Parallel compression is shown in A, transverse compression in B. The leads are to be

attached to the nickel plating on both sides of the piezoelectric material, represented above by the cross-

hatched area.

A double layer piezoelectric cantilever with the surface between the two plates sharing the

same voltage is called a bimorph. Bending a bimorph can result in much higher voltage

than either parallel or transverse orientations. The equation is as follows:

3FL2

= 3FL2 d3, eqn 7.10
2T 2

where L and T are defined in figure 7.14, below.



Figure 7.14: The cantilever 'bimorph' is more sensitive to loads than transverse or parallel.

In either the transverse or bimorph forms the probe can be made more sensitive by

choosing L larger than T.

Considering the linearity of the piezoelectrics, and the more precise machining necessary

for the cantilever force probes, it was decided to build a piezoelectric force probe for the

force-displacement coplanarity detection and compensation device.



Chapter 8 Piezo Probe Design

By choosing the geometry of the probe the transverse design can be made to be more

sensitive than the parallel design, with the added simplification of having the electrical

leads on the sides of the probe rather than on the face in contact with the pin. The

transverse design was easier to make than the cantilever bimorph (little precision was

necessary), the material was readily available, and there was more ease of mind than

having an expensive, brittle cantilever hanging out near the manipulator. This is not to say

that the transverse design is best for a manufacturing line, but it was the best choice for a

first run experimental trial.

Since the probe had to individually measure pins spaced twenty to an inch, it couldn't be

much greater than 0.05 inches in width and still be able to pick pins out from each other,

and since width doesn't effect sensitivity (see eqn 7.9), it was made 0.05". Since a large

ratio of length to thickness gives greater sensitivity, it was desired to make this ratio as

large as possible without the probe being 'flimsy'. A ratio of 3:1 was reasonably safe, so

the length was made 0.12" and the thickness 0.04". The probe was machined from Piezo

Systems' PSI-5H-S4-STD piezo ceramic material [10] using a diamond saw.

Since the conductive pins could act as a conduit for charge from one lead to the other on

the piezo electric, and since the probe was to be mounted on an aluminum finger (which

could also act as a conduit), pieces of non-conductive ceramic were attached at either end

of the probe, as shown in figure 8.1, below. The hard ceramic would also act to evenly

distribute the load from the pin onto the piezoelectric probe. Superglue was found to be a

bit weak, so non-conductive epoxy was used to bond parts together.



Figure 8.1: Sketch of probe interfacing with pin.

The leads were attached to the nickel plating on the sides of the probe using a conductive

silver paint. The leads were then attached to the charge amplifier (see figure 7.12). The

resistor R was chosen at 4.5 GigaOhms and the capacitor C at 10.3 nanoFarads so that the

time constant z= 45 seconds (by eqn 7.4) and the sensitivity K = -0.0692 (by eqn 7.5).

The resistance was chosen as large as possible because it increases the time constant. A

larger capacitance increases the time constant but lowers sensitivity, and the value chosen

was seen as a happy medium. With a time constant of 45 seconds a step input would

decay by 4 percent after 2 seconds (an estimated time for the process). A sensitivity of K

would give a 3.1 mV signal at the estimated yield force. Since the data acquisition board

Volt, yieldhas a resolution of 15.26 glV (giving a Voltyield 2000 ), the estimated signal was
resolution

considered to be large enough for the board resolution, but small enough for noise to be

an issue.



Section 8.1 Noise and Drift

For the first test of the sensor, just to get an idea of its characteristics, R was changed to

750 MegaOhms, giving a faster time constant (-7.5 sec) so scans would not need to be as

long in order to show that the system was acting as expected.

Considerable 60 Hz noise was noticed after attaching the probe leads to the amplifier and

turning it on, which was not unexpected. A notch filter (with the notch at 60 Hz) was

attached following the charge amplifier (attached to V,,,,, in figure 7.12), so that the output

of the notch filter is read by the computer. The notch filter circuit diagram is shown in

figure 8.2 [11].

R R
AAA AAA

Vout (charge
amp)

2C

Vout (notch
filter)

II IIIC C

R/2

Figure 8.2: 60 Hz notch filter. C was chosen to be 2.2 gF and R was 1,200 U.

After adding the notch filter the total high-frequency noise was much lower (from a scatter

with deviation of 29.1 mV to 1.4 mV), but still significant considering the expected signal

was to be -3 mV. An active low-pass filter (2 pole, see figure 8.3) was added to the

system, between the notch filter and the computer. The filter's break frequency was set

(somewhat arbitrarily) at 1 Hz, which will be discussed further later. The active filter cut

the high frequency noise to less than 0.4 mV.

'



2.84 rF

56 K

32 K

Figure 8.3: A two-pole op-amp low-pass filter. The resistor and capacitor values were chosen to give a

break frequency of I Hz [11]

Now that the high frequency noise was in check, data was taken over longer periods in

order to check for low-frequency drift. The drift varied in amplitude and direction, but

was often as high as 6 mV over 16 sec (similar to figure 8.4). When the probe was

exposed to a strong draft (a person blowing on it for instance) it would drift up to 50 mV.

As piezoelectric material is sensitive to temperature variations it was hypothesized that the

drift was thermal drift caused by drafts in the room.

Also noticed was small pulses caused by vibrations in the floor. If the table was tapped

while taking data, pulses appeared in the plots approaching a few mV in amplitude. It

should be remarked that piezoelectric material is often used in sensitive accelerometers,

albeit in a different set-up. It was likely that the vibration caused the ends of the probe to

move as a mass on a cantilever beam, stressing the probe enough for the motion to be

noticed by the voltage out.
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Figure 8.4: After filters were added to suppress high frequency noise. Notice drift and low frequency

noise. This is caused by thermal effects caused by drafts in the room as well as vibrations in the floor

caused by construction nearby.

It should be noted that the charge amplifier needs several seconds to warm up, during

which it will settle to its final value exponentially from some seemingly arbitrary initial

value (which is often several tenths of a volt from its 'zero' position). For this reason, the

probe should not be used for tests for a few time constants after powering on the charge

amplifier.

Before setting up the probe with the experimentation module, it was desired to test its

sensitivity by setting known weights upon it. The plots returned were very

counterintuitive and non-repeatable. However, when pressing on the probe with a rubber

pencil eraser the plots looked much cleaner, and similar to what was expected. It was

theorized that the metal weights had either some capacitative effect with the ceramic and
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probe beneath it, or scraping the metal on the ceramic caused some static charge effect

which skews the probe's charge output.

A Weights with rubber boundary B Weights w/out rubber
-U.L;O

-0.7

-0.75

-0.8

n0 r5

-0.74

-0.76

0 10 20 0 10 20
Time [sec] Time [sec]

Figure 8.5: When the weight is added (solid) or removed (dashed) with a rubber pad between the metal

weight and the probe is shown in A. When the rubber pad is not present, static effects destroy any hope ol

getting information from the plot, as seen in B. In both, one run was performed without any weight.

which acts as a baseline (the horizontal plot in each). These runs were done with R = 750 MegaOhms.

which explains the smaller time constant (-7 sec) seen in A.

Tests were done using weights with a piece of rubber eraser glued to the bottom and

weights without. The weights with the rubber exhibited expected behavior, as seen in

figure 8.5 A. As there was difficulty balancing the weights on the probe it was found to

be easier to set the weight on and let the system stabilize (the advantage of the smaller

time constant used for these tests), and then record the output when the weight is

removed. The plot is reversed, but cleaner. The weights without the rubber displayed

aberrant behavior, as seen in figure 8.5 B.

To support the static charge hypothesis, a metal pin (of the sort to be bent) was scraped

across the ceramic surface of the probe. As was expected, the probe reacted wildly, even

though very little force was applied. It appeared that the probe would have to be

redesigned.
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Section 8.2 Probe Redesign

The ceramic was still desired for its force-distributing ability. However, a static-proof (as

well as non-conductive) layer was desired for both the top and bottom of the probe. This

would eliminate the static effects of a metal pin scraping the top of the probe, as well as

decrease any capacitance effects (although it hadn't been tested as to whether there were

any). Printed circuit board material was available (Poly-Benzocyclobutane), as well as

being adequately rigid and non-conductive. The second iteration of the probe is shown in

figure 8.6.

Printed
Circuit
Bodrd
Materfal eromic

Figure 8.6: The improved probe uses printed circuit board material to separate the other parts of the

probe.

This probe was attached to the multi-functional toolbar on the bending module in the

experimental testbed. In order to make the probe less sensitive to external vibrations, the

experimental testbed was raised onto rubber damping pads. In order to protect the probe

from drafts the testbed was covered by a large cloth while doing experiments. The probe

was still unprotected from longer term temperature variations, such as motors warming



the air under the cloth, but long-term variations in the probe parameters have no

significant negative effect because of the individually adaptive nature of the experimental

procedure.

After all was assembled, the probe exhibited far less low frequency noise and drift (total

noise less than 1 mV). Figure 8.7 shows the voltage output when the cloth is on and off.

Clearly, stopping drafts from blowing on the probe is a key to getting meaningful data.

Below, in figure 8.8, is a photograph of the probe on the experimental testbed, interfacing

with the grippers on the manipulator.

Thermally exposed

10
Time [sec]

Thermally protected

20

l 7A

-0.75

-0.76
10

Time [sec]

Figure 8.7: The drift of the probe caused by drafts is shown in A. The improvement seen

of the cloth placed over the experimental testbed. Two different runs are plotted on each.

in B is because
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Figure 8.8: The grippers interfacing with the force probe.

At this point, the probe was ready for testing with the experimentation testbed. However.

when the motor amplifiers and motors were powered up, the noise once again became

unbearable. Apparently, the high impedance leads from the probe to the charge amp, or

possibly the electronics themselves, pick up a large amount of RF noise from the

surroundings. Figure 8.9 shows the noise levels with and without the amps on. Figure

8.10 shows a spectral density plot, which reveals the noise picked up to be predominantly

white noise. The peaks at 60 and 120 Hz are prominent, but very sharp, so that blocking

out these frequencies (with a notch filter, for instance) would not do much good.
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Figure 8.9: Noise with amplifiers off (A), and on (B).

The wires and electronics were shielded, and the experimental module was moved further

away from the power supplies and amplifiers. This had some effect in reducing the noise.

but it would still dominate over a signal of the level that was expected from the probe.
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Figure 8.10: Spectral plots with amplifiers off (A) and

B
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Section 8.3 Data-Averaging

Data averaging routines help to curb the high frequency noise. The data acquisition

software has a routine that scans at a certain frequency to an array [12]. Rather than just

taking one reading from the sensor at each time or position, the computer can do a scan of

several points at a high frequency and average them, and treat the average as the data

point (see figure 8.11). This averages out some of the high frequency noise, but cuts

down on the number of data points taken. However, the bending and compensation

algorithm will be performing calculations on the data taken, and too much data would be

unwieldy (as well as result in huge arrays, which would involve a lot of memory). This

gives quality data, sacrificing quantity.

z(i)

v(i)

Figure 8.11: The averaging scheme used to suppress noise. An array of voltage data is read at 15 kHz

and averaged to yield the voltage data point corresponding to the position read from the manipulator's

encoder. Voltage and displacement data are taken for the entire move and written to a file for subsequent

analysis.



Since the computer is performing other functions while taking the voltage data, the

relation between frequency of data taking and the number of points used for averaging is

non-linear, as seen in table 8.1. This table also shows how data averaging can be used to

effectively cut down high frequency noise. There is a point of diminishing returns where.

upon increasing the average number, the noise suppression shows less improvement (the

noise slowly approaches zero with increasing average number), but the number of data

points lost by going to the average number is greater (a factor of 2 increase in average

number will approach a factor of 2 decrease in data taken). It is expected that there will

be a happy medium for the average number, between noise suppression and number of

data points necessary to perform the functions of the detector and compensator.

Average Number Deviation of Noise Number of Data Points
[Volts] (in relation to no averaging)

1 0.0139 1
10 0.0015 1/3
50 0.0006 1/7

Table 8.1: The noise and frequency of data reading is non-linearly related to the number of points

averaged in the high frequency scan.

Section 8.4 Probe Test

A program was developed to move the manipulator in the Z-direction such that a pin

would be moved down upon the probe. The program recorded voltage and position data.

For the purposes of this research, the unit of force was Volts, as force and voltage are

linearly related by eqn 7.7. For many purposes, the unit of displacement used was encoder

counts, of which there are 20,000 to an inch of servo table motion.

When used to bend a pin, hysteresis was seen in the force-displacement plot (figure 8.12.

below). It was hypothesized that this was caused by the low break frequency of the active



filter resulting in a circuit rise time. This delay will likely make the sensor err in location

measurements, by predicting the location consistently to one side of the actual location. It

will also likely alter the slopes, which will change the results when attempting to

compensate for error using the parallel slopes method. In order to find the rise time, a

step response was done, with the manipulator moving suddenly in the Z-direction in order

to load the sensor, and having the computer read voltage and time data for several

seconds. It should be noted that if the manipulator accelerates too rapidly, and jerks the

table, then the probe will read erratically.

Position vs. Vout data 1
U.U3

0.025

0.02

0.015

01 0.01
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0

-n nn00
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Figure 8.12: Early force displacement plot showing extensive hysteresis caused by slow rise time in the

active filter.

The step response of the system is shown in figure 8.13 A. The plot implies the system

has a dominant pole on the real axis, as no overshoot is seen. The rise time is

approximately 400 milliseconds. Judging that this was far too long for these purposes, the

filter's break frequency was changed to 10 Hz, which should still give good protection

against high frequency noise and, as seen in figure 8.13 B, gives a rise time of about 40

milliseconds.
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Figure 8.13: The voltage out (points) is plotted with the normalized displacement input step (solid).

Time is in milliseconds. The step response with filter break frequency of 1 Hz is shown in A, which

reveals a rise time of - 400 milliseconds. The step response with new break frequency of 10 Hz is shown

in B, with a rise time of -40 milliseconds.

Step Response
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Coplanarity Detection, Compensation, and Process

Characterization

Detection Method

The force displacement location method uses a force-sensitive piezoelectric probe to bend

a cantilever pin held in a housing being lowered by the manipulator. During the bending,

the computer records both force data from the probe (in units of Voltage out of the

amplifier) and position of the manipulator (in units of encoder counts or inches), as

illustrated in figure 9.1. Knowing that the elastic characteristics of the pin imply that force

and deflection are linear, a line can be fit to the data which should point to the zero-load

location of the pin, as seen previously in figure 7.10.

Pin

Hou

acement

Figure 9.1: The manipulator moves the housing in the Z-direction. The computer records force data from

the probe and displacement data from the manipulator's encoders.

A program was developed for coplanarity detection. The pin would approach and then

bend on the probe, while the computer records both voltage and displacement data. The

program fit a line to the elastic region in the following way: Once a data point reached

some specified voltage the subsequent data would be recorded into an array. It would

continue bending the pin until a data point reached another specified level. At this point
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the program fits a line to the data arrays by a least squares method, and unloads the pin.

The slope, voltage-intercept, and predicted zero position is then calculated and written to

file, along with the voltage and encoder data. If the fit line is of the form

F = mD+ Fo  eqn 9.1

where F is force, m is the slope, D is displacement, and Fo is the intercept of the force

axis (see figure 9.2), then the estimated zero position is

ZP,,,,,, =- Fo eqn 9.2
m

The first specified voltage should be high enough to rise above the noise at zero

deflection. The second level should be low enough so that the pin does not yield and

plastically deform, but the two levels should be sufficiently far apart to get enough data for

fitting a line. It was found, through trial and error, that it was best to fit a line to the data

between 30 and 80 percent of the expected yield (which, after some experience bending

pins, was conservatively chosen at 8 mV). An example plot is shown in figure 9.2.
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Figure 9.2: The line indicates the least squares fit line to data in the expected elastic regime between the

specified bounds. Where the fit line crosses the zero voltage line is the predicted location of the pin.



Repeatability of the data was found to depend strongly on the average number chosen and

the velocities involved (slower velocities gave more data to fit the line to). Going very

slowly (each run taking several seconds), with high average numbers (200+) gave

repeatabilities in zero positions of better than 0.0003", but at faster velocities this figure

quickly degraded. More on this issue, as well as results from this location detection

technique is given later.

Compensation Method

The compensation method uses the parallel slopes method described in Section 7.4 and

summarized here. If a pin was found to be deviant, the manipulator would continue to

bend the pin until a line drawn from the data along a slope parallel to the elastic slope met

the desired zero-load position of the pin. When the manipulator unloads the pin, the force

displacement data should follow that line to the desired zero position, where the pin

should stay. That is, the method can predict springback, and compensates for it. That is

why this method is more powerful than the adaptive iterative method designed for the

bending module, which doesn't compensate for springback until it has seen the pin actually

do so.

The test program designed to see how well the compensator works allows the user to

enter a desired deflection for the pin. The program then bends the pin, finds the least

squares fit line as above, and continues to bend the pin until the following is true

d fm + ZPdes - errornum eqn 9.3

where d andf are the displacement and force coordinates of the data point, ZP,e,, is the

desired zero-position of the pin (that is, the zero position predicted by the fit line plus the

deflection entered by the user), m is the slope of the line fit to the data in the elastic

regime, and errornum is a specified number of counts to reflect the fact that the data point
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will never be exactly on, and so it would always over-shoot the desired position without

this offset. Also, this offset must reflect the fact that the manipulator can only stop in a

finite amount of time, in the meantime of which the pin is continuing to plastically deform.

Figure 9.3 shows a plot of an attempt to deform the pin. The errornum used was 10

counts, an adequate value found through trial and error. With an attempt to deform ten

pins by 0.01 inches each, the average pin deformed 0.0109 inches (an average error of

9%), with a deviation of 0.0034 inches (scatter of 34%). Figure 9.3 shows many of the

characteristics that impair the method. Notice that the data taken on the way down does

not follow the parallel line, and that when the pin was located after being deformed, the

slope and zero-position do not match that which is expected.

n % I
Position vs. Vout data 1

Fit Line

illel Line

ew Fit Line

0 200 400 600 800
Position [counts]

1000 1200 1400

Figure 9.3: A plot showing the method of parallel slopes at work. The program attempted to deform the

pin by 200 encoder counts (0.01 inches). A subsequent location detection test showed that the pin was

deformed by 236 encoder counts, a difference of 0.0018 inches, or 18%.
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The compensation procedure is more sensitive to variations in measured slope than the

location procedure. The location procedure uses the slope to measure from about the 5

mV level, while the compensation procedure might be using it from the 20 mV level,

increasing the effect of slope errors. A variation in measured slope of just 3% (which is

the deviation of some data found), will result in a 0.001" deviation in predicted zero-

position from 20 mV, but only a 0.00025" deviation from 5 mV. So a level of error that

gives satisfactory results in the location of the pin end is not satisfactory for compensation.

Perceiving that these results weren't adequate, it was decided to completely characterize

the variations involved in location detection and compensation. There were four major

components for error:

* Electronics

* Probe

* Materials

* Geometry

These will each be explored and characterized below.

Section 9.1 Electronics

Three variations were caused by the electronics:

* Delay

* Decay

* High-frequency Noise

Delay

There remained a time lag of 40 msec from the active filter. This causes hysteresis-like

effects that become negligible as speeds get lower. Location tests were performed with
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and without the filter, but with time data taken as well. When the position and voltage

were plotted together against time, the time gap between position and voltage reaching

90% of their peak value again showed an approximately 40 msec rise time with the filter

(see figure 9.4), but less than 15 msec rise time without (using an average number of 50).

Upon doing these experiments, it was found that the noise levels did not significantly

change without the filter attached. This is likely because of the data averaging, which acts

as a low-pass filter, as high frequency noise will be averaged out. Hence, the active filter

was removed from the circuit.

With the active filter, the time lag was noticed in the force-displacement plots for speeds

less than about 2 seconds for the up-and-back detection process. Without the active filter.

hysteresis was negligible for all speeds, probably because at speeds high enough for it to

have an effect, it was washed out by the fact that there was too few data points to see it.
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Time Plot for Location Detection

200 400
Time 0

Z Vpeak peak

Figure 9.4: Shows position (solid) and voltage data (dots) versus time (milliseconds) for a location

measurement run with average number of 50 and the active filter attached. Time is in milliseconds. The

position has been normalized to fit on the plot with the voltage, so that the rise time could be seen visibly.

Also plotted is the peak time for position (Zpeak) and voltage out of the probe (Vpeak), which would occur at

the same time for zero delay.

Decay

It was desired to see the effect of the decay on the slopes of the fit lines. Decay will make

the calculated slope on the way up shallower, and the slope down steeper, leaving the

actual slope somewhere between, as seen in figure 9.5. Ten location detection experiment

were performed at two different speeds, and the difference between mean slopes up and

down were compared. The results of these experiments are shown in Table 9.1, below.
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Time Plot for Location Detection
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Figure 9.5: Hypothetical plot showing force-displacement plot with decay present (dashed), and without

decay (solid). With decay, the slope fit to the data during loading will be shallower than the actual force-

displacement slope. A slope fit to the data during unloading will appear steeper than actual.

Fast -one second _R Down
Slope [V/count] 1.94 e-5 -2.054 e-5

Deviation [V/count] 1.78 e-6 1.387 e-6
Zero-position [counts] 177 174

Deviation [counts] 24.15 14.26
[inches] 0.0012 0.0007

Slow -10 seconds
Slope [V/count] 1.81 e-5 -2.30 e-5

Deviation [V/count] 5.58 e-7 9.58 e-7
Zero-position [counts] 157 225

Deviation [counts] 5.34 18.1
[inches] 0.00027 0.00091

Table 9.1: Data showing the effects of decay on fast and slow runs. Both runs were done at the same

average number.

The scatter is lower for the slower plots, because of the larger number of data points the

line was fit to. The change in the absolute values of the slopes between up and down

could then be compared between fast and slow, as well as the change in the zero-
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positions, which are shown in table 9.2. Also listed is the standard deviations in terms of

percent of total value.

Fast Slow
% change in slope 5.8 % 27 %
% slope deviation 9.2 % 3.1 %
% change in Z-P -1.7 % 43 %
% Z-P deviation 13.6 % 3.4 %

Table 9.2: Data showing change in characteristics between lines fit to up and down data for elastic

deflections.

The change in slope for the fast runs were less than the scatter for those runs, and the

change in predicted zero-position between the data taken going up and that taken going

down was negligible. However, the slow runs exhibited a massive change in estimated

slope and zero-position. So, although going slower gives more repeatable location data, it

gives data less useful for compensation. Figure 9.6 shows data from lines fit to the fast

and slow runs together, and the error of the slow runs become obvious. The slow up

slope is 6.7% shallower than that of the fast. If it is desired to go any slower than 1

second per pin, the time constant should be increased from 45 seconds by either using a

smaller capacitor (which would decrease sensitivity) or larger resistor (which would likely

increase noise, asides from the fact the resistance is already massive at 4.5 GigaOhms).
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Position vs. Vout
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Figure 9.6: This compares the predicted loading and unloading slopes for the fast runs (solid) to the slow

(dashed).

Noise

The characteristics of the noise in the system is discussed in Chapter 8, above. The

average number has an effect of suppressing high frequency noise as seen in Table 8.1.

However, a higher average number has the effect of using less data points for fitting a line

while in the detection process, so that there is a happy medium value.

The noise for the system with the piezo leads removed is not significantly different from

that with the leads attached, so it is guessed that most of the noise is within the

electronics, rather than RF pickup in the leads or some intrinsic problem with the piezo-

electric material.
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One way to suppress noise and increase repeatability in detection is to go slower in order

to get more data points to fit the line to (as the least squares method intrinsically

suppresses high frequency noise by its averaging). But as the above discussion on decay

indicated, there is some happy medium between low noise with decay and high noise

without decay.

As discussed earlier, the parallel slopes compensation method is sensitive to slope errors.

Hence, it would be desired to bring the repeatability of the line-fitting as high as possible

(to at least bring slope errors less than 1.5 % of the slope), but this involves the issues

discussed above for detection. Also, since compensation uses data points to apply eqn 9.3

to in order to determine at what point to stop plastically deforming the part, it is sensitive

to scatter here as well. For a scatter of .5 mV from the actual value (which corresponds

to an average number of 100) this error would be about 25 counts, or 0.0013 inches.

One option to decrease the effect of noise on compensation would be to use higher

average numbers on data taken after line fitting is done. Once the line is fit, there is little

need for large numbers of data points, and a few quality points will do much better. An

average number of 500 was shown to reduce scatter to a deviation of .2 mV, which would

give an error of 0.0005 inches.

Another option would be to better shield the circuit from RF, or to distance it further from

the amplifiers and power supplies. However, at least in the experimental testbed, it would

be difficult to distance the probe any further from the motors, which may emit RF

themselves.

The last and most desirable solution to the high-frequency electrical noise problem is to

use a probe with a larger signal. This could be done by increasing the length to thickness

ratio of the transverse probe, but a better solution would be to change to a bending
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bimorph probe, which gains sensitivity by the square of the length to thickness ratio (see

eqn 7.10).

Section 9.2 Probe

The probe was basically characterized in Chapter 8. The electrical circuitry was the origin

of most of the high frequency noise. Neither thermal nor vibration effects were seen to be

much of a problem once the cloth and damping pads were added. However, if thermal

drift is seen to cause any effect in the future, a thermocouple positioned next to the probe

could be used to calibrate the piezoelectric material. Further damping could be added to

the system if vibrations are also seen to cause problems. Increasing the signal by

increasing the length to thickness ratio may bring a corresponding increase in vibratory

effects, as the effects are caused by the cantilever-like geometry of the probe.

Static effects were also no longer seen once the layer of printed circuit board material was

added between the probe and metal components.

Section 9.3 Materials

One other possible variation is how the pin is held in the plastic housing. The theory

behind the force displacement method for pin location assumes the pin is clamped into the

housing. However, pins were seen to be loosely held in the housing when being wiggled

under a microscope. It was unknown what effect this would have on the force

displacement plot, if it has any appreciable effect on pin bending at all. It was desired to

test the system sensitivity to this uncertainty.
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When superglue is run down the face of the housing along the pin / housing interface the

glue gets 'sucked' into the cracks between the pins and the housing by capillary action.

Upon drying, the pins no longer exhibit any wiggling in their holes, and no glue was

noticed on the outer parts of the pin (all was sucked into the pin / housing interface). If

this could be estimated as a 'clamped' pin, then a test of the locations of the pins in a

housing, followed by another test after the pins have been glued, would give a good

estimate as to the sensitivity of the system to how the pin is held.

Twenty position scans were performed per pin down the length of the housing. The

housing, without being moved, was then glued. Another housing was also glued, and

when this second housing had demonstrated stiffness (about a half an hour) the pins on the

first were checked again. The results were then compared in figure 9.7.
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Figure 9.7: Detected positions before (+) and after (o) bonding is

shown in B.

x 10.5 Estimated slopes
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shown in A. Estimated slopes are

The average zero-position difference between the pre-glued and glued housing was 9.34

counts (-0.0005 inches), while the deviation was 15.6 counts. The average difference in

slopes was -9.15 e-7 V/count with a deviation 11.7 e-7 V/count. The difference is below

the scatter of the data, so it may be inferred that the sensitivity to pin looseness is low.
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Section 9.4 Geometry

When the pin is being bent, there is nothing to ensure that the location of the load on the

4PL3

pin remains in one place. Since a cantilever follows vield = 3 (eqn 7.2), and L is the
3Ebh'

distance between the loading point and the housing, the force measured is proportional to

the deflection by L3, and thus could be very sensitive to changes in the load location.

In order to test the effect of the load point variation during bending, a straight cantilever

beam was plotted at various displacements using a CAD program (see figure 9.8). The

distance from the load point to the housing in relation to displacement was then estimated

for displacements from 0 to 0.10 inches, and the data (shown in Table 9.3) was fit to a

second order polynomial curve. The geometric analysis in CAD assumed that the pin bent

entirely at the housing. This was reasonable for an order-of-magnitude estimate, since

most of a beam's bending will occur in the first third of its length from the fixed end.

Then, using the equations of a cantilever beam (eqn 7.2), with length L as a function of

displacement, a force displacement relation for the pin was plotted. The constant load

point force displacement relation (with L = const = L(S=O) for changing load point plot)

could then be compared, as in figure 9.11 A. The slope at 3=0 was normalized to actual

slopes in order to get data in the range of the probe and pin.
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Figure 9.8: The distance between the load point and the housing will increase with displacement for the

straight beam, causing stiffness to decrease.

Displacement (inches) Distance from load
point to housing
(inches)

0.00 0.120
0.01 0.120
0.02 0.121
0.03 0.123
0.04 0.126
0.05 0.129
0.06 0.133
0.07 0.138
0.08 0.143
0.09 0.149

Table 9.3: The change in load point location found using the CAD analysis for the straight pin.

Figure 9.11 A shows that when the pin is bent more than 500 encoder counts (0.025

inches), which can be reached while in compensation, the load point change effects

become significant, and can be mistaken for yield. Location detection rarely passes over

300 counts, and so the length change effect would be insignificant for location detection.

However, most pins used are not straight, but have pre-formed bends, like the one below

in figure 9.9. If the flat part at the free end of the pin is not entirely on the probe and the
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pin is displaced, then the pin will first slide forward, decreasing the length of the pin and

increasing its stiffness, and then at high displacements will begin to slide back again,

decreasing the effective stiffness of the pin, as seen in figure 9.10 and table 9.4. An

analysis similar to the one above for the straight pin was performed on the pre-formed pin.

A plot of the calculated force displacement attributes of the bent pin is shown in figure

9.11 B. This data was calculated using beam theory, with the length approximated as the

distance between the load point and the housing.

Housing

Pre-rorme bend
it End

Figure 9.9: An example of a pre-formed pin.

0.00

.0468

.0822

Probe

Figure 9.10: If the pin's flat end is not completely over the probe at zero displacement, distance between

the load point and the housing changes significantly, causing significant stiffness changes.
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Displacement (inches) Distance from load
point to housing
(inches)

0.0000 0.1207
0.0088 0.1178
0.0272 0.1137
0.0468 0.1125
0.0605 0.1136
0.0822 0.1188

Table 9.4: The change in load point location found using the CAD analysis for the pre-formed pin

Figure 9.11 B shows that, for useful ranges of displacement, the load line will be higher

than that for a constant point of loading. This becomes significant at displacements of 300

counts or more, which implies that this effect may impair location ability as well as

compensation. Line fitting to data with this loading configuration will give a steeper slope

than the actual, which will cause the process to over-compensate. This variation may even

disguise a yielding by increasing the pin's perceived stiffness while the material is

weakening.

A Estimated Voltage difference for Straight Pin B Estimated Voltage difference for Bent Pin
U.U0,

0.02

0
LL

0.01

0

U.03

0.02

0.01

n

0 500 1000 0 500 1000
Displacement Displacement

Figure 9.11: The estimated moving load point (solid) and the constant load point (dashed) for the straight

pin is shown in A. The pre-formed pin is shown in B. Force is in units of Volts, Displacement in encoder

counts.
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If the pre-formed pin begins the test with the flat end entirely over the surface (see figure

9.12), then, as the pin deflects, geometry predicts that the load point will remain the same

until high displacements are reached. This indicates that all tests should be done with the

entire flat well over the probe.

.00

E
0
U

0. .050

.080

Figure 9.12: If the pin begins the displacement with the flat entirely over the probe, then length does not

change until significant displacement occurs, about 0.08", as the pin's pre-formed bend will move across

the probe surface, but will always be the contact point.

Figure 9.13 shows a plot of slopes from location experiments (averages of 20 tests each)

when the initial contact point is at different distances from the pin end. Near the pin end,

the distance from the load point to the housing is longer and hence, the pin is less stiff.

Near the pre-formed bend in the pin (at 0.03 inches from the end, or 600 counts), the

slope plot peaks and settles just above 2 e-5 Volts/count. With the contact point near the

pin end the slope plot is much steeper than near the pre-formed bend. This implies that

small variations in the load point will be felt more when measuring near the pin end than

when measuring with the pre-formed bend over the probe face. Hence, all location and

compensation experiments should be performed with the pre-formed bend over the probe

surface, as in figure 9.12, above.
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Figure 9.13: As the initial probe contact point on the pin approaches the tip, predicted slopes using the

detection method drop off appreciably.

Section 9.5 Coplanarity Detection - Experimental Results and Conclusions

Now that the system had been characterized, it was desired to make some comparison

between the detection system, which had been found to be reasonably repeatable, and the

pin locations measured using a machinist's microscope, in order to prove the viability of

this system as a location detection mechanism.

Repeatability tests consisting of twenty location experiments on the same pin showed the

resultant location estimates to lie within a scatter of 0.0005 inches (standard deviation).

Twenty pins in a row on a housing were then each tested twenty times and averaged. The

machinist's microscope was then used as another measure of pin location, on the same

housing. The measurements were from the underside of the pins (the pre-formed bend),

where contact with the probe took place. The data was referenced to the position of the

first pin. The difference between the results of each method is shown in figure 9.14,
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below. This shows a downward trend from pin to pin. Since the manipulator had never

been configured precisely, this was figured to be caused by some angular deviation from

the horizontal in the rotary Y-axis. A line was fit to the data, and the deviation of the data

from that line was 0.00033 inches. This implies that, once the system is calibrated and

configured, the location probe should be able to discern whether the pins are within the

desired 0.001" tolerance (3 standard deviations cover 99.9 % of the pins, 3 standard

deviations is about 0.001").

Difference between two methods' Location Estimates
2

a)o0

-4-5
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-4

-5
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Pin Number

Figure 9.14: The difference between the probe location estimate and that of the machinist's microscope.

The line is a least-squares fit line to the data, and represents a calibration between the two systems. The

deviation of error around this line is 0.00033 inches.

This experiment shows that the force-displacement sensor does have the potential to

perform as desired in locating pin ends. However, to do this at manufacturing speeds (one

pin per second) would take better repeatability (as each data point shown here is the

average of twenty tests, with deviation of 0.0005").
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Conclusions

Since the setup used to prove the viability of the force displacement method was fairly

crude (mainly chosen for ease of setup considering the time constraints), the device

produced would not be able to meet the desired specifications. However, the force

displacement method for pin location has shown its potential as a coplanarity detection

device. The estimated locations agree with those of other methods within the required

tolerance, albeit only when averaging many tests. The parallel slopes compensation

method theoretically offers an improvement over other adaptive bending methods because

it uses more information to bend the pin in less iterations. However, it is more sensitive to

noise than the detection method. The test probe was unable to deform the pin within

specifications because of minor variations in predicted slopes caused in large part by high-

frequency noise.

The main issue is to improve repeatability by improving the signal to noise ratio. It was

found that one could do this to a certain degree through data averaging, but to suppress

the noise as much as is needed would be at the sacrifice of speed. Care must be taken

when adding electrical filters because of intrinsic time delays. Better electrical shielding

would help to prevent the high frequency noise, which becomes a problem only when the

amplifiers and motors are on. The last and most highly suggested method for improving

the signal to noise ratio is to use a piezo electric probe in the bimorph configuration,

which can be designed to give a much higher signal level.

The decay time constant must be large enough so that the signal does not decay

appreciably during the measuring process. For a one second process, a 45 second time

constant was shown to be adequate.

It has been shown that thermal errors can be protected against to the degree needed, and it

is likely that they can be compensated for if it is deemed necessary in the future. Vibration
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effects were only seen for low-frequency, high amplitude shocks. Any measurement

machine should be properly protected from vibration, and this is no exception. It was also

found that a non-conductive, anti-static layer should be placed between the piezoelectric

material and the pin in order to protect the probe from static effects.

The location process was shown to have low sensitivity to how well the pin is clamped

into the housing, compared to the sensitivity to high-frequency noise. The location

process was shown to have significant sensitivity to load point variations on the pin during

the bending. It was concluded that the pin should be loaded with the flat of a pre-formed

pin entirely over the probe, in order to minimize this effect.
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Closing Remarks

The ideas for the flexible assembly line have been given here. Without having built the

transport module in its entirety, it would be premature to call the ideas a proven success.

However, by exploring some of the more suspect and ground-breaking aspects of the line

design, it was hoped that the information here would be complete enough for some

evaluation of the design to be made.

The manipulator-on-automated guided vehicle design of the transport module is not

commonly seen. AGV's are ordinarily used for warehousing or as simple manufacturing

flatbeds in flexible lines. This design was chosen for the great flexibility it offers. Nothing

in the line is fixed, and components can be scattered about like leaves off a tree, if for

some reason this gives an advantage. But, most importantly, it was the exciting ideas for

improving the line that really catches the imagination. As there is no fixed linear slide or

rigid setup, the assembly line is no longer limited to one transport module!

Multiple assembly modules would allow for system optimization, i.e. there could be more

of the slower modules like the serial insertion module than the faster modules, like the

parallel bender. It would allow for an increase of productivity because the assembly

modules would spend less time waiting.

Certainly, having multiple transport modules involves many complications not tackled

here, and would involve some design changes. For instance, a tether would no longer be

possible without all of the transport modules getting tangled like a cat on a leash.

Batteries could be carried on each cart, and the module could 'plug in' to an electrical

connector at each assembly module in order to receive power and commands.

The kinematic coupling becomes suspect, because although any number of 'ball' sides can

be made to mate with one 'groove' plate, the idea doesn't work with many 'balls' and
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many 'grooves'. If the couplings were cast from a mold, however, they could possibly be

made to be repeatable enough to still be useful here. Or, the fiber optic hole finding

method described above, or some system similar to it, could locate the housing in a 'soft'

fashion at each assembly station. Also, the lift would be better off at each assembly

module, as now the redundancy argument carries less weight (being that there are many

transport modules as well). And of course this brings up rethinking the manipulator on the

transport module rather than the assembly modules ... but that would complicate the

assembly module designs.

The part-referenced measurement aspects of the design show considerable promise. As

parts of the flexible assembly line, or integrated into future fixed assembly lines, in-process

locating and compensation will soon become necessary as tolerances continue to grow

tighter.

The fiber optic hole finding system was shown that it could be made efficient and very

repeatable. Despite the somewhat crude setup, the fiber and backlit housing system was

able to locate the housing to within a 0.0001" deviation. Considering the small size and

inexpensive nature of the system, it should certainly be able to perform its designed task

(find holes for locating the housing in the manipulator grippers), but could also be added

to insertion systems for in-process hole detection just scant seconds before the hole is to

be used.

The force-displacement coplanarity detection and compensation system was shown that, if

the signal-to-noise ratio were increased, it could measure pin locations to within the

desired specifications, as well as offering a potentially more powerful method of

compensation using force, as well as displacement, data. The system and its complications

were characterized, and its sensitivities to these variations were assessed. Ideas for

improvements were also presented. While not the obvious success of the optical hole

finding method, the low loads and small sizes involved make pin location a trickier issue.



Bending pins in parallel has its limits, and individual compensation, albeit slow, is faster

than individual bending. A line of the probes at pin spacing can be envisioned in a fixed

assembly system, each able to move up or down a couple of tenths of an inch, and each

individually controlled to ensure the coplanarity of the pin in front of it. This system

would be able to check and fix an entire housing in a few seconds.

The design ideas themselves were all fairly simple, but they assemble to become a novel

but potentially effective system. It was thought that the more complicated the design and

more integrated the system, the more specific it was to become. Considering its

simplicity, modularity, and flexibility, this design is wide open for changes, improvements,

and upgrades, which not only makes it flexible for now, but for the future.
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Improvements to the Serial Insertion Module

The Serial Insertion Module was previously designed and built by Wayne Dempsey [2].

It was intended to insert one pin per second, and to be able to position each pin within

0.002 inches of its theoretical hole center (which is positioned by the manipulator on the

transport module), but had yet to show that it could meet those specifications.

The design of the module is basically as follows. Before insertion the pins are mounted on

a long carrier strip (see Figure A. 1). Most carrier strips are attached to the pins at one

end like the one below. However, sometimes the pins are held at both ends (a 'ladder'

type strip, with the pins as the 'rungs'), or even in the center. The module uses an

'indexer' to position the strip. The indexer has pegs that fit into the holes of the carrier

strip and can advance or retract it using those pegs.

0000000000000000000 0

Figure A. 1: An example of a carrier strip showing holes and pins

The indexer advances the strip until a pin lies within the jaws of the rotary gripper, whose

jaws can open or close on command (see figure A.2). With the pin gripped within the

jaws, a knife-edged 'clipper' then shears the pin from the carrier strip. A rubber strip

holder lowers down with the knife and prevents the strip from moving or twisting while

the pin is being sheared. The pneumatic rotary gripper then swings the pin over to the

'inserter', which uses a vacuum tube to hold the pin in position when the gripper jaws
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open. At that point, the vacuum tube, mounted on a linear pneumatic cylinder, punches

the pin into the desired hole in the housing positioned by the transport module.

The rotary gripper is double-sided so that it needs to actuate only once per process. It

uses a hard stop at either end of its motion, and to prevent the pins from jarring loose from

the grippers' grip at contact with the stop, a rubber spring was added to slow the rotation

at the end of the actuator's motion and 'soften' the impact of the hard stop.

Spent carrier
strip

Clipper with
strip holder

Rotary
Pneumatic

Shearing plate and
support

Figure A.2: Diagram of the pertinent working parts on the serial insertion module

Upon testing one problem was immediately noticed. No mechanism had been developed

to move the spent carrier strip (the carrier strip which has already had the pins removed

from it) away from the machine. This strip would jam into the rotary pneumatic cylinder

so that the indexer was no longer capable of advancing the strip. This failure results in the

stoppage of work, and possibly requires trimming the damaged section of strip or

realignment.
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A mechanism that would bend the strip either up or down would solve the jamming

problem, but, since the strip is not infinitely flexible, the bowing caused by the small bend

radius needed to bring the strip cleanly away causes the strip to lift away from the shearing

plate. Although the rubber strip holder clamps the strip down during shearing, having the

strip bow up during other operations (such as indexing) can cause failure. Also, the spent

strip would have to be wound around a spool in order to keep it out of the way during

long runs. Hence, when putting a new strip on the machine, the operator would have to

waste several inches of strip winding it into the removal mechanism and spool. So, given

the space constraints, another knife blade was added to shear the spent carrier strip as it

left the shearing plate. This blade was attached to the same thruster as the first, so that it

involved very little change to the overall design. The pieces of carrier strip fall into a

bucket below, from which they can be recycled. A sketch of the dual clippers is shown in

Figure A.3.

The blade was not always successful at cutting the strip, however. The blade dulled

quickly, which certainly adversely effected the blade's ability to shear. A second attempt

with a resharpened and oil-hardened blade proved to be more successful. With the

hardened blade, the shearing plate would wear preferentially, rounding a little at the edge.

Hence, the shearing plate must be removed periodically to have its faces ground for the

highest consistency in shearing the strip. This only needs to be done after a hundred or so

hours of clipping, and the plate can be switched rather quickly, although some realignment

may have to be done.

Another problem was bowing and twisting of the carrier strip. The carrier strip comes in

large rolls, and has some latent curvature when it leaves the roll. The bowing is held

down, for the most part, by the indexer and a Teflon guide block which the strip must pass

beneath. The twist causes the pins to point up slightly, and if this twist is too great, then

the grippers cannot open far enough to allow the pin to be indexed into them. This causes

the pin to ram against the front edge of the grippers, which results in catastrophic failure

and a stoppage of work. As the indexer holds the strip several inches away, and although
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there is a Teflon guide to lead the strip along the correct path, another Teflon guide

between the pin clipper and strip clipper was added to keep the strip down and flat along

the length of the shearing plate, as seen in Figure A.3.

This extra guide was sufficient to keep the strip from twisting appreciably. At this point,

after extensive alignment, the serial insertion module was capable of clipping and running

for several hours without jamming. However, many components of the module have to be

precisely aligned before it can work properly, and this alignment can take several hours.

The knife blades, shearing plate, grippers, and indexer all have to be aligned properly with

each other just to keep the machine from jamming, and often after aligning all components

but one, the last component requires re-alignment of all those previous to it. It was

designed this flexible so that the machining and design did not need to be very precise, but

the next iteration of this module should make more use of positioners (such as location

pins) to make alignment easier and quicker. The frustration involved in tweaking a

machine for hours in order to make it work can drive a technician mad.

Strip Clipper Pin Clipper

K
Spent car
strip

Teflon guides

indexer

Shearing plate and
support

Figure A.3: Diagram showing Strip Clipper and Teflon Strip Guides
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The prototype was unable to meet the desired rate of one pin per second. This was

caused in large part by the pneumatic rotary piston and the gripper jaws. The piston rams

against the hard stop at the end of the 1800 turn, which will often loosen the pin from the

gripper fingers' grip, or even send the pin flying several inches into the air! Using a rubber

band to slow the piston at the end of its turn [2] enables the grippers to maintain their grip

on the pin, but makes the rotary actuation unbearably slow (about I second) compared to

the desired rate. Changing the pneumatic actuator with an electric servo motor would

allow more control over the accelerations and positioning, and thus would allow for a

higher insertion rate.

It is also doubtful that the present design could place the pins accurately enough for

insertion without further modification, because of slipping in the gripper fingers, and the

massive amounts of alignment that would need to be properly done. This problem could

be alleviated by using part-specific gripper 'fingernails' interfacing the pin with the

grippers. These are removable so that they can be switched rapidly with product changes.

and small and inexpensive so that new ones can easily be made for new products. They

contain an imprint of the specific pin in their surface, which would force the pin into a

repeatable and known position. Part-specific fingernails would also aid in gripping the pin,

which may enable the rotary actuator to accelerate more rapidly without the pin slipping

catastrophically.

The design appears to be quite flexible. With minor and reversible modifications, it can

shear and insert a wide variety of different pins. The indexer was designed to be able to

move about any common carrier strip. Another clipper can be easily added to trim pins

with 'ladder' type carrier strips (although alignment of this additional clipper might be

lengthy), but the present design would be unable to use center-held pins without major

modifications.
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In conclusion, the basic components and general idea behind the present design for the

serial insertion module appears to be sufficient to perform the task required of it, after

some modifications to improve its speed and cut down on the amount of alignment that

needs to be done in order get it performing properly. It appears to be reasonably flexible,

and capable of using most types of carrier strips.
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Coupling Load Spreadsheet

The loading spreadsheet used to calculate the forces on the kinematic coupling basically

translated forces at the toolpoint through every joint in the manipulator, adding in the

forces and moments caused by the weights of the manipulator components. This was also

useful for characterizing the load-carrying requirements of the servo-tables and joints.

Jdiont

Weiht

9o

C'
I I

I·C2I

"-,

Figure B.1: Defines the directions of forces and moments used in the spreadsheet.

The forces and moments on joint a and the reaction forces and moments on joint b are all

in the positive direction as defined in the figure B.1. The location of each joint was the

geometric center of the joint. In this way, the spreadsheet was assembled moving from

joint to joint, adding in the mass of each component between the two joints (i.e. the

servotable and motor).
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The equations were as follows:

F1,x = -Fa.x
F,,, = -F,,
Fbz =-Faz + Weight

eqn B.1
Mbx = -Max + F,,,. * d - Faz * d - Weight * c. eqn B.

Mby = -a - Fax * d + F,, * d - Weight * cx
=-M -F *d +F *d

Mbz = -M,,. - F,:. * dx + Fa. * d:.

where Fai and Fhi are the forces at a and b in the i-direction, M,, and Mbi are the moments

at a and b in the i-direction, di is the i-direction displacement from joint a to joint b, ci is

the i-direction displacement from the center of mass of the object between joints to joint b.

and Weight is the weight of that object.

The negative of the reaction forces at joint b caused by joint a and the weight become the

acting forces on joint c (along with the weight of the object between joints b and c), and

so on through the manipulator until the coupling is reached.

Since a kinematic coupling only has 6 points of contact, the forces acting at each point can

be determined. Each groove is spaced 1200 apart on a circle of radius 2q (see figure B.2,

below). The translated forces and moments from the toolpoint and manipulator act in the

center of the circle, and the reaction forces at the grooves are constrained to act in the

direction tangent to the circle at that groove (the v-groove channel points radially

outward).



Fx

Figure B.2: Defines the forces at each ball / groove interface. Fz, Az, Bz, and C7 (not shown) each point

out of the page.

The force and moment balance equations follow:

F. + Ax + B4 + Cx =0

F, + BY + C,. = 0

Fz +Az + B. +C z =0

M, + Az * 2q- B * q - Cz * q

M,. + Bz *. 3qq-Cz * v3q=O

M- Ax * 2q + Bh * 2q + Ch * 2q = O

where CQ, and Bh are defined in the figure above and equal:

CI,, = + C
CD=JCY

eqn B.2

eqn B.3
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Considering the geometry of the v-grooves, Cx, Cy, Bx, and By are constrained as follows:

C.
tan(600) = ..

Cx
eqn B.4

-B,
tan(600) = -B

This gives 10 equations and 10 unknowns for the forces at each ball / groove interface.

Upon solving, the forces at each point of contact can be calculated, assuming the ball

contacts the groove at a 450 angle, as in figure B.3:

A A x
RA-

R, = -," eqn B.5

R= cý2-

Figure B.3: The ball in groove.
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Flexible Die Forming

Since there were several questions about the ability of the flexible bender (described in

Chapter 2) to do all required of it, it was decided to go back and explore some design

alternatives. Many times the bender is required to make multiple bends in the same pin, or

to bend the pins in configurations that would be difficult for the parallel bender.

Figure C. 1: View of housing showing pins in profile. Notice the complex bends.

Often, the final position of the pin tip is more of a concern than the angles involved that

locate it there. The bending algorithm used in the rotating grippers bender previously

mentioned and built measures and bends to angles. Also, minor differences between pins

(in cross-section, length, material strength, material elasticity) can cause unacceptable

differences in final position when bent as a group. They could be bent singly, but that

would likely take an unacceptable amount of time (-5 seconds per bend per pin).

It was proposed that using a die may get results in fewer iterations. Dies can be made to

crimp the pin near the point of bend, which reduces springback. A flexible die would need

to be made on the fly, and modifications to the die would also need to be made on the fly.

If the die were an easily machinable material, such as aluminum, a computer controlled

grinding tool could run across and quickly machine a new surface. The grinding tool

would need two linear axes of freedom, as shown in figure C.2.
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As the aluminum plate is consumed, more is fed from below. The top and bottom plates

are parts of a press, that bring them together with enough force to bend the pin that lies

between them.

Dies

Tool

eder

Figure C.2: Flexible Die forming on the fly using a computer controlled grinding tool mounted on a two-

degree of freedom table. Axes of motion are delineated by the arrows.

To test the bending ability of a die using a soft material like aluminum, and to see if it

offered any improvement over the rotating grippers, a manual die was made. A machined

aluminum die was attached to the tip of a modified hole punch (once used for leather belts

in machine shops). This allowed for up and down motion of the range necessary to bend

pins. The test pins used were made from .2 x 1 inch strips of a phosphor-bronze sheet.

To test the extreme, a 900 double-bend die was used. When the die was attached to the

punch so that the faces met exactly when closed, it bent the pins to nearly the right angle

with very little springback (<10). However, it left each pin with a little kink in the middle,

and often scraped the surface metal clean off the pin, which are often carefully coated to
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provide for better electrical contact. When the die had a 0.06" separation between faces

when closed (see figure C.3), the kink was no longer seen, but the angles were both

around 1000.

Configuration Open Closed, no gap Closed, with gap

Pin Shape

100

Figure C.3: Results with 900 die. Notice the kink when there is no gap.

It was also desired to test the die forming idea with shallower angles, which are more

likely to be specified in industry. Also, the 900 bend used above is sharp-cornered, which

is not exactly machinable by a round grinding-tip in the configuration shown in figure C.2.

A die was then made using a mill in the same configuration as the imagined grinding tool.

A double bend of 170 was used:
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Configuration

.17"

Pin Shape

12

Figure C.4: The 170 double-bend die and bent pin. A round bit can mill a sharp corner on the obtuse

angled side of a bend, but cannot on the acute side (the corner cannot be sharper than the radius of the

mill bit). Because of this, the acute side was machined slightly further than the desired corner, so that the

sharp, obtuse side could fit. Notice the springback.

The new die showed considerable springback. The 900 tool bends the pin at such a sharp

radius of curvature that it can greatly reduce springback, but other, less drastic, bend radii

do not have that effect, and show springback.

Unless the die forming method displayed considerable promise there was no reason to

continue. It has been shown that considerable springback still occurs, and so an individual

iterative method would still need to be used, giving this method no advantage over the

rotating grippers. Add to that considerable questions about how quickly it could machine

and stamp, about the space considerations when bending two parallel rows, and about the

machine dust flying all over the manipulator as well as the product, and this course was

not taken.
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